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Comments from Bob Monroe
regarding The Gateway Eqrerience@

What can you expect fuom The GatewayExperience? As much or as little as you putinto it. The exercises provide you with a setof tools-how you use them and what you dowith them is your responsibility. Some dis_
cover themselves for the first time, and thuslive more completely, more constructively Others reach levels ofawareness so profound that only one such experience is enough fora lifetime. Still others become seekers after truth and add on-going adventure to their daily activity,

The Gateway Affirmation
I am more than my physical body. Because I am more than phys-
ical matter, I deeply desire to Expand, to Experience; to Know,
to Understand; to Control, to Use such greater energies and
energ'y systems as may be beneficial and constructive to me and
to those near and close to me. Also, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individ-
uals whose wisdom, development, and experience are equal or
greater than my own.

What Is Hemi-Sync@?
Hemi-Sync@ is a patented, scientifically and clinically proven
audio-guidance technology refined with 50 years of research.
Researchers learned that specific sound patterns could lead the
brain to various states ofconsciousness ranging from deep relax-
ation or sleep to expanded a\rvareness and other "extraordinary"
states.

The audio-guidance process works through the generation of
complex, multilayered audio signals, which act together to create
a resonance that is reflected in unique brain-wave forms charac-
teristic ofspecific states ofconsciousness. The result is a focused,
whole-brain state known as hemispheric synchronization, or

There is only one basis_that you seriously consider theGateway Affirmation.at.the-leaj , po.riUifity, th;; ;;; ;;;more than your physical body, that you can and do exist inenerg"y systems that are not limited to time_space, that yo, 
"u.,and do communicate with intelligence U"yo.ra your physicalconsciousness----call it what you wi-ll.
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Comments from Bob Monroe
regarding The Gateway Experience@

What can you expect from The Gateway
Dxperience? As much or as little as you put
into it. The exercises provide you with a set
of tools-how you use them and what you do
with them is your responsibility. Some dis-
cover themselves for the first time, and thus
live more completely, more constructively. Others reach levels of
awareness so profound that only one such experience is enough for
a lifetime. Still others become seekers after truth and add on-
going adventure to their daily activity.

There is only one basis-that you seriously consider the
Gateway Affirmation at the least a possibility: that you are
more than your physical body, that you can and do exist in
energy systems that are not limited to time-space, that you can
and do communicate with intelligence beyond your physical
consciousness-call it what you will.
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The Gateway Affirmation
I am more than my physical body. Because I am more than phys-
ical matter, I deeply desire to Expand, to Experience; to Know,
to Understand; to Control, to Use such greater energies and
energy systems as may be beneficial and constructive to me and
to those near and close to me. Also, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individ-
uals whose wisdom, development, and experience are equal or
greater than my own.

What Is Hemi-Sync@?
Hemi-Synco is a patented, scientifically and clinically proven
audio-guidance technology refined with 50 years of research.
Researchers learned that specifrc sound patterns could lead the
brain to various states of consciousness ranging from deep relax-
ation or sleep to expanded awareness and other "extraordinary"
states.

The audio-guidance process works through the generation of
complex, multilayered audio signals, which act together to create
a resonance that is reflected in unique brain-wave forms charac-
teristic ofspecific states ofconsciousness. The result is a focused,
whole-brain state known as hemispheric synchronization, or
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enjoy a more fulfilling life.

Each album fltrave) inth.e Gateway Experience is progressive in
nature, building directly on the tools and techniques from the pre-
vious album. Therefore, the albums must be used sequentially.
Following are recommendations for listening to these exercises:
. Locate a distraction-free environment where you can darken the
room and remain undisturbed for the 30- to 45-minute exercises.

' Listen using stereo headphones on a personal or home stereo
system.
' Adjust the volume to a level where you can barely hear the
words. Otherwise, the verbal guidflnce may startle you following a
period of silence.
' Allow at least one hour after eating and avoid alcohol, drugs, or
excessive caffeine, which may limit the effectiveness of the Hemi-
Sync@ exercises.
' Get comfortable. Use the bathroom before each exercise even if
it seems unnecessary. Loosen any tight clothing and remove
shoes, glasses, or contacts. Listen while lying down or seated with
your head supported, whichever is more comfortable for you.

' If you itch during an exercise, scratch. You will be able to move
gently back into your pattern of relaxation.
. There can be a metabolic drop as you enter an exercise, produc-
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ing a perception ofheat, motion, or pressure. Have a Ioose blanket
handy, ready to pull up or throw off as needed.

' Keep ajournal to document the details ofyour experiences, such
as date/time, body position, medication or unusual diet, mood/atti-
tude, energy level, moon phase, or any other unusual circumstance.

Wave I Exercises
Discovery #1- Orientation
Energy Conversion Box becomes your mental container to hold
concerns, distractions, or interferences for the duration ofthe exer-
cise. See it, feel it, hear it, think it, or simply imagine it. Your con-
tainer may be simple or ornate, high-tech or antique, a wooden chest,
a sphere oflight, a vacuum cleaner or a nuclear particle collector.

Imagine concrete symbols to place in the box, such as a wallet for
financial worries, a photo or doll representing someone who is on
your mind. You can place limiting words like'tan't,"'oshouldn't," or
"must'' in your container; brick walls to symbolize your defenses; a
desk or computer to symbolize work. Experiment. [t's a tool for your
use. Allow it to change and return to it whenever you wish during
an exercise to place inside any new distraction.

Affirmation focuses your intention and attention. You may use
the words as spoken in the exercise, modify them to maximize per-
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sonal relevance and signiflrcance, or substitute your own version.
Experiment. Make it yours.

Resonant Tuning accelerates the gathering of your vibrational
energ'y while reducing internal dialogue. It helps vitalize and
charge your entire system and loosens blockages in natural energy
channels. Notice any physical manifestations as you vocalize
aloud. The sounds on the exercise are only a guide. Set your own
rhythm and pace, move up and down the scale, experiment with
different vowel sounds.

Breathe only slightly deeper than you normally would and, as you
inhale, imagine pulling sparkling, vibrant energy into all parts of
your body. Allow it to move gently around in your head as you hold
your breath. Try releasing tired, stale enerry through the soles of
your feet with each exhalation.

The opening and closing of your eyes may at first feel awkward, but
try doing it anyway. It's a valuable first step in your learning that
you are able to control autonomic processes and habitual behavior.

You can return at any time to full waking consciousness by simply
breathing normally, opening your eyes, or moving the fingers of
your right hand.

FocusrM 3 is the first signpost along your journey, a Hemi-Sync@
state where your brain and mind are more coherent, synchronized
and balanced.

Return to Full Waking Consciousness (C-1) at the end of this
and every exercise is facilitated by a strong audio signal. Despite
the temptation to take off your headphones early, listen to this sig-
nal until it is withdrawn. The more completely you come 'back"
from each exercise, the furbher you can go into the next.

Discovery #2 - Introduction to Focus 10
Focus 10 is a level in which your mind remains awake and alert
while your body sleeps calmly and comfortably. Follow the instruc-
tions, focusing upon and then totally releasing each body part.
Your body knows how to do this and to "look with your closed eyes"
as you move towards profound relaxation.

One of the paradoxes of "mind awake, body asleep" is the possibfity
of heightened sensitivity: awareness that the pores of your skin
breathe, hearing the swish ofblood flow behind your ears, feeling your
heart beat. Spontaneous remote sensing is also possible: hearing
sounds you would swear you are hearing this time but not the last
time, or perceiving faraway, delicate odors. Place all expectations in
your box, relax, and simply go with whatever you are experiencing.
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Health Affirmation at the end of each exercise helps you balance
physical and nonphysical energies. Know that it is working for you
without effort on your part.

Discovery #3 - Advanced Focus 10
Resonant Energy Balloon @EBAL) is a valuable tool to create
a high energ'y state within and around you. Your REBAL acts as
a magnet, attracting influences you desire and shielding you from
undesired energy. The more you build your REBAL, the better you
sustain higher energ'y levels. Your REBAL may spontaneously
change form, develop a delicate membrane, or become radiant like
an intensifred aura. Although you may not always perceive your
REBAL, play with sensing it through feelings, and/or storing the
energy as in a charged battery.

You can turn it on and use it while in C-1 or in any other state
much as you would turn on a light. Use one resonant energ'y
breath as the switch. Inhale vibrant energ'y and, as you hold it,
think of a bright moving circle with the number 10 inside it. Let
the circle surround you as you exhale. Experiment with "poppingl'
your REBAL while in a group of people and see if its resonance
attracts people who are in harmony with it. Try extending it
around your car to note if you negotiate traffrc or find parking
more easily.

Discovery #4- Release and Recharge
Release and Recharge teaches you a method you can use daily,
with or without the tape, to release and convert self-imposed emo-
tions. Learned fear can be a useful warning signal, but you no
longer need it after you acknowledge the warning. In Focus 10 you
can calmly identify and gently release fears, blocks, limits-any
interferences to your growth-and replace blocked energy with
the pure energ'y that existed before the limits were imposed.

For purposes of this exercise, "fear" denotes the primary emotional
charge connected to the self-imposed limit, and "emotion" denotes
related feelings. Trust that your larger self knows what you are
ready to uncover; simply follow the instructions and see what
comes up for you. If nothing comes, bubble "nothing, away and
accept that the process may be working on deeper levels of con-
sciousness.

When you are directed to perceive'the memory, the event," you may
connect with a specific occasion or with a memory of your prior,
unlimited experience. Always pull in clean energy as a final step.
Here's an example of how energy conversion works: you may per-
ceive a fear ofspeaking up in groups. Once you have bubbled that
away, you perceive the emotion of embarrassment associated with
that fear. After releasing both, you reconnect with the joy and
gratification you felt as a small child when sharing your experi-
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ences with other people. You then reclaim your pleasure in com-
municating and sharing yourself with others.

Once you are comfortable with the exercise as described, you can
experiment with deliberately depositing and then retrieving from
your Box a symbol for anything you believe may be interfering
with your prog:ress. Follow all the other instructions; the only dif-
ference is that you predetermine what to work with. For example,
if you suspect that unconscious fear of separating from the physi-
cal body is blocking your progress, place a symbol for this fear (a
magic carpet anchored to the ground?) into the Box and follow the
instructions to release it. 

.
This exercise is not a quick fix or one-shot panacea. Most self
imposed limits have many layers and will require repeated efforts.
But if you truly desire to transcend your limitations, it can greatly
facilitate your progress. Take heart from the many people who
report it to be among the most valuable exercises of the entire
series. Many use it daily to clear out current frustrations or disap-
pointments.

Discovery #$-Exploration, Sleep
Exploration, Sleep is based on the concept that sleep is a natu-
ral Gateway into other states of consciousness. It may be that,
whether or not we remember, our nonphysical consciousness pass-
es through this Gateway every night. The exercise helps you recall
this common, natural process in C-1 when you awake.

It is important not to hold expectations. Let them go. Relax.
Approach the exercise with a playful sense ofcuriosity and inter-
est. Just as you opened to the wonders of the physical world when
you were very young, be open now in the same way to nonphysical
experience. You may choose to add to the Affirmation a statement
such as, "I am wholly without expectations, and open to a1l expe-
rience that awaits me." During this exercise, questions such as,
"Am I starting to separate?" or "Is this what I'm supposed to be
feeling?" interfere with the process. There's plenty of time to
assess your experiences after the exercise. Simply go with whatev-
er happens and remember that you may perceive in many differ-
ent ways

The Hemi-Sync@ signals fade at the end of the exercise, Ieaving
you in natural sleep.

ii,
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Discovery #6-Free Flow 10
Free Flow 10 is an opportunity to pursue your own purpose with
all the tools learned so far. Up to this point, you have been creat-
ing your own experiences under the guidance of the instructions
on the exercise. Now you are your own guide. Seek only what you
really want to know, and be responsible for the knowing.
Whatever you receive becomes a part of you. Your beliefs, energ'y,
and attitude inlluence the intensity and the extent of your free
flow exploration. A sense of gratitude enhances communication
and union with sources outside your conscious boundaries.

If you have a particular purpose, write it down beforehand in a
succinct, straightforward mannerl hold it in your mind as you
begin, but remain open to whatever you experience. Expectations
of when and how guidance should come may block the very knowl-
edge you seek. You need not know the way to guidance. Choose
only to be guided. You may or may not "see" or "l1ear." Tingles or
twitches and intuitive cues can be equally enlightening. One
Gateway experiencer felt nothing but a cramp in the leg. The valu-
able insight that the object of attention was "cramping her style"
came only later.

Use repetitions of this exercise to "play'' with a particular tool:
your Affrrmation, Box, REBAL, etc. Each time you work with the

---
exercise, explore from a fresh perspective. Don't expect your expe-
rience to resemble anyone else's. Value your uniqueness. It's
alright to re-examine a previous experience, but do so with open-
ness rather than trying to recreate an identical situation'

In summary, enter the free flow with awareness, serenity, open-
ness, and enjoy!

Looking Ahead
Discovery is only the first step ofyour ongoing adventure with per-
sonal growth. Just as each Discouery exercise builds upon what
you have already learned, the entire Goteway Experience course
builds upon itself. As you proceed through the rest of the course,
feel free to repeat any earlier exercise when you feel moved to do
so. The results are cumulative. Your continuing explorations can
catapult you into higher levels of awareness.

Waue ll-Threshold is awaiting you with six sequential exercises,
each taking you to new, exciting destinations along your journey
of self-development. You'll learn powerful tools for controlling your
nonphysical energ'y, and you'Il use the high energy state of Focus
12 to rnake important differences in your life.
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Contact your local dealer or:
Hemi-Sync@
P.O. Box 505, Lovingston, Virginia 22949
434-263-8692 FAX:434-263-8699
Interstate@hemi-sync.com
www.hemi-sync.com

Frequently Asked Questions
Gateway Experience participants have routinely asked certain
questions over the years. We have included this "Question &
Answer" section to supplement and reinforce your Manual
instructions

Q: What should I do if I do not feel quite awahe and alert following
an excrcise?
A: There are several methods you can use to become more ground-
ed. Try one or more of the following: Slowly count from 10 to 1;
drink cool water; take a cold shower or splash cold water on your
face, neck and wrists. Weather permitting, you may want to walk
barefoot outdoors, taking deep breaths while releasing excess
energy through your feet; place your back against a tree and imag-
ine energy flowing from the top of your head to the branches
above, and from your feet to the tree's roots and down into the cen-
ter ofthe earth.
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Qz What if I tend to fall asleep during an exercise?
A: Don't be discouraged. You are learning to maintain a balance
between deep relaxation and sleep. Ifyou fall asleep your subcon-
scious will still experience and benefit from the exercise, but the
following are some suggestions: Make sure you are rested before
doing the exercises (you may need to change the time of day you
work with the program). Splash water on your face and neck prior
to the exercise. Put a symbol for sleep in your Energy Conversion
Box. If these suggestions do not help, you may wish to try listening
to the exercises while in a seated position rather than while lying
down. Nole.' You may be "clicking-out." This is dffirent from sleep.
If you are clicking-out, you will haue the sense that no time has
possed when you return to conscious awareness. Once again, the
nxemory of your experience will be stored, euen though you haue no
recalL Clicking-out is a common experience that d,iminishes as you
progress.

Q: What if I'm not able or willing to do Resonant Tuning out loud?
A: It is important for you to participate in Resonant T\rning. Doing
so will help you perceive your nonphysical energy so you may
learn to control and use it. Resonant Tuning promotes an acceler-
ated gathering of your vibrational energ:y while reducing internal
dialogue. Your discomfort about vocalizing with the exercise will
eventually wane.

)
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Qz What if I can't remain on nxy back without getting restless?
A: You may wish to use ear buds so you can Iisten on your side or
stomach. Alternatively, try propping yourself up with pillows or
sitting in a comfortable chair.

QzWhat if I can't uisualize my REBAL?
A': Visualizing is only one way of perceiving. Some people are better
able to "feel" their REBAL by simply thinking of themselves sur-
rounded by and frlled with tingling bursts of energy. Others might
"hear" the crackle of energy or know intuitively that their REBAL is
in place. Frequent practice in "popping" your REBAL strengthens
your ability to do so in whatever way is most effective for you.

Qz I am aloare of a buzzing or pressure in my forehead and/or an
accelerqtion of my heartbeat. Is this normal?
A: These phenomena are common for some people in response to
the Hemi-Sync@ process. Remember, you are expanding your
awareness. You may, therefore, become more conscious of your
heartbeat, breathing, or other physical sensations. Many people
find such enhanced awareness a comforting link to physical reali-
ty that allows them to move more confrdently into other states of
consciousness. Ifyou continue to feel distracted, put your distrac-
tions into your Box. If you experience any discomfort, verify that
you have the volume just loud enough for you to hear the verbal
instructions.

18
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Ql How do I hnow if I'm in a particular Focus leuel or experiencing
what the exercise intends?
A: Suspend your expectations about Focus levels and trust that
your experiences in a given exercise are exactly as they should be
at the time. Everyone perceives the various Focus levels in their
own way. Similarly, no two individuals' experiences are alike.
Simply pay attention to subtle changes or feelings of movement
within your body and allow your experiences to unfold. Your expe-
riences may range from cosmic in nature to the mundane. Accept
what comes to you, without judgment, and continue to practice
with the assurance that all ofyour experiences are valuable. Ifthe
instructions described what your experience should be, you might
discount an experience because it was not mentioned even though
it was a meaningful event for you.

Q: Wtll Hemi-Syn@ become a crutch?
A: No, absolutely not. Hemi-Sync@ exercises are like training
wheels on a bicycle: wonderful for practice, but unnecessary as you
learn to ride far and free. In a way similar to biofeedback, you can
benefit from Hemi-Sync@ when not listening to an exercise. You
can learn to trigger a change in consciousness and obtain a desired
state by taking a deep breath and remembering the sensations
you had during an exercise. The more you practice this technique,
the easier and more effective it will become.

\
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Qz What should I do if the feeling of "heightened energy" mahes me
uncomfortable?
A: Your goal during these exercises is to perceive your nonphysical
energ:y so you can learn to control and use it. You might practice
working with your nonphysical energy from an objective "experi-
mental" frame of mind to ease your discomfort. Speed it up. Slow
it down. You are in control.

Q: What if I can't haue a.n out-of-body experience?
A: Don't despair. Please know that not everyone will have a con-
scious out-of-body experience. It takes a lot of practice for most,
and many of us have hidden fears that hold us back. AIso, if you
try too hard for an OBE, the intense effort can become the very
distraction that holds you back. Be nonchalant about OBEs. They
are just a small part of our programs for self-exploration and per-
sonal growth.

Q; When I am out of my body, can I help son'leone else hq.ue an
OBE?
A Participants have reported developing the ability to do this.
Experiment. You and another person might try patterning for syn-
chronicity in your OBEs.

Q: What does a nonphysical body looh like?
A The nonphysical body may be perceived as a ball ofenergy, a
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misty form, or a human shape. Typically, it will appear as some-
thing you are comfortable with.

Q; How cun I control an OBE?
A: If you set a goal before you begin, you won't need to decide what
to do once you are out. If an OBE happens spontaneously, remem-
ber that thoughts are actions in the nonphysical state. Experiment
with thinking of someone and contacting his/her energJ, rather
than arriving at a geographic destination. Any time you wish to
return, think ofrejoining your body and/or move a finger or toe.

Q: Is God appearing when I "see" a flood, of light during an exercise?
A: The perception of light suggests that your potential for non-
physical awareness is developing. Such light is widely reported by
explorers of higher consciousness and people who have had near-
death experiences. The light is often accompanied by feelings of
euphoria, a oneness with the Universe or a sense of overwhelming
love. A Buddhist might associate this experience with Buddha; a
Moslem, Allah or Mohammed; a Christian, Christ. We do not
endorse any particular interpretation or meaning; rather we
encourage you to frnd your own.

Q; How many times shauld I da anexercisebefore goingontothencrt?
A: This varies from person to person. You should become familiar
and comfortable with an exercise and allow your intuition to guide

21
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you as to when to move on. It isn't necessary to "master" an exercise
before progressing and you can always return for more practice.

Q: Would it be beneficial to combine mind-altering drugs with
Hemi-SynCo?
A: No. Hemi-S5mco exercises are desigrred so you may learn to con-
trol your states of consciousness. Drugs would simply interfere
with that control. Also, your rational ability to interpret and com-
prehend your experiences would be compromised by the use of
mind-altering substances.

Qt Would The Gateway Experience and Hemi-Sync@ process be
beneficial for indiuiduals who practige other meditatiue techniques?
A: Yes, absolutely. Many long-term meditators have indicated
that Hemi-Sync@ facilitates the ease with which they may obtain
a deep mefitative state and their ability to sustain that state. In
addition, The Gateway Experience is widely considered the pre-
eminent in-home program for developing, exploring and applying
expanded states ofawareness. Everyone can benefit from the tools
and guidelines provided.

Q: The Gateutay Experience changed my life. How ca.n I con-
uince a sheptic that the program is worth trying?
A: Without interest and desire, the discipline that leads to success
with any personal development program would be lacking. The
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GE training series can supply the tools and guidelines but partic-
ipants must have an openness and willingness to explore in order

il !o succeed. We suggest you allow your own personal growth toI inspire others while realizing that not everyone will be interested
il i" exploring expanded states ofawareness. That said, many ofour/ most enthusiastic GE participants were at one time skeptics. you

may wish to introduce others to the Hemisync@ pro.".. with a
more "mainstream" exercise, such as Cattwpper or Concentration,

Ql Can my children listen to The Gateway Experience?
A: That depends on the maturity of the child. Mury p"ru.rts have
reported good results using the Gateway Experience with chil-
dren. Use your own discretion for children *ho u"" 10 years or
older. We encourage parents to work with their children and to
monitor their progress.

rE-

9: W?t is the hissing or swishing sound I hear when listening to
Hemi-SynCe exercises?
A: The sound you are hearing is intentional. It is referred to as
"pink noise" or "pink sound." Technically, it is a random distribu_
tion of all the frequencies the human ear can hear and is provided
as a bed for the Hemi-Sync@ signals.

Q:Is o "cltching" sound normql?
A: No. If you hear sounds other than the hissing or swishing
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sounds described above, flrrst check your equipment to see if it
needs cleaning or repair. If you determine your Hemi-Sync@ prod-
uct is defective, return it to us for a free replacement.

Qz What is the difference between Hemi-Syn@ and hypnosis?
A: Hypnosis is commonly regarded as a process of being led into a
state of high suggestibility and a relinquishing of control to the
hypnotist. With Hemi-Sync@, you consciously control and direct
your own state of awareness. In this regard, Hemi-Syn@ has more
in common with self-hypnosis. However, the Hemi-Syn@ process
allows you to achieve the desired state more quickly and reliably.

Qz Do Hemt-Syn@ exercises contain subliminal messages?
A No. Hemi-Sync@ recordings contain no subliminal messages.
Occasionally, you will hear a verbal message at a very low volume
during a "sleep" period so as not to startle you. This, however, is
simply a repetition of previously heard information.

Q: Is ll important to haue the headphones on the correct ear, as
instructed on some of the exercises?
A: No. If you are using stereo equipment, the intended effect will
be achieved.

Recommended reading:

i;;rl"t'" out of rhe Bodv bv Roberr A. Monroe @oubteday,
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ourneys by Robert A. Monroe @oubleday, 1 985)mesmerizing odyssey, written after a decade of intensiveresearch, takes you even farther beyond the known dimensionsof the physical universe. With great insight and wit, Monroeoffers new awareness into the untapped resources and limitlesspossibilities of the human mind.

Ultimate Journey by Robert A. Monroe , 1994)Ina (Doubleday
long-awaited sequel, Monroe explores the incrediblyrewarding opportunities that lie beyond the limits of the physi-cal world. Ht-'charts the rorrl.t' l,haI opens to us when we leavcour llh.ysir.irl livcs arrrl l.itkcs l;lro roiltlcr with lrim on nn cxhilrroxpnrrrls l,lrc lirnits
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Comments from Bob Monroe
regarding the Gateway Experience@
What can you expect from the Gateutay
Experience? As much or as little as you put
into it. The exercises provide you with a set
of tools-how you use them and what you do
with them is your responsibility. Some dis-
cover themselves for the first time, and thus
live more completely, more constructively.
Others reach levels of awareness so profound that only one such
experience is enough for a lifetime. Still others become seekers
after truth and add on-going adventure to their daily activity.

There is only one basis-that you seriously consider the
Gateway Affrrmation at the least a possibility: that you are
more than your physical body, that you can and do exist in
energ'y systems that are not limited to time-space, that you can
and do communicate with intelligence beyond your physical
consciousness--call it what you will.
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The Gateway Affirmation
I am more than my physical body. Because I am more than phys-
ical matter, I deeply desire to Expand, to Experience; to Know,
to Understand; to Control, to Use such greater energies and
energy systems as may be beneflrcial and constructive to me and
to those near and close to me. AIso, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individ-
uals whose wisdom, development, and experience are equal or
greater than my own.

What Is Hemi-Sync@?
HemiSyn@ is a patented, scientifically and clinically proven audio-
guidance technology refrned with 50 years ofresearch. Researchers
learned that specifrc sound patterns could lead the brain to various
states of consciousness ranging from deep relaxation or sleep to
expanded awareness and other extraordinary states.

The audio-guidance process works through the generation of
complex, multilayered audio signals, which act together to create
a resonance that is reflected in unique brainwave fbrms charac-
teristic ofspecific states ofconsciousness. The result is a focused,
whole-brain state known as hemispheric synchronization, or
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Hemi-Sync@, where the left and right hemispheres are working
together in a state of coherence. Different Hemi-Sync@ signals
are used to facilitate deep relaxation, focused attention, or other
desired states. As an analogy, lasers produce focused, coherent
light. Hemi-Sync@ produces a focused, coherent mind, which is
an optimal condition for improving human performance.

Music, verbal guidance, or subtle sound effects are combined with
Hemi-Synco signals to strengthen their effectiveness. These record-
ings contain no subliminal messages. You are always in control.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Read

The Gateway Experience is a eytem of training in self-explo-
ration and personal deuelopment. It is not a form of psychotherapy,
philosophy, religion, or medical diagnosis/treqtnxent. It is a means
to acquire knowledge-the application and results thereof are sole-
ly the responsibility of the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not
intended to replace medical diagnosis and treatment. DO NOT
listen to Hemi-Sync@ while driving or operating heavy equip-
ment, or with other devices that may influence brain-wave activ-
ity. Ifyou have a tendency towards seizures, auditory disorders,
or adverse mental condition(s), DO NOT listen to Hemi-Sync@
without first consulting your physician. In the unlikely event
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that you experience any unusual physical or mental discomfort,
immediately discontinue use.

ALL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICUI,AR PURPOSE, ARE DISCI,AIMED.

Wave Il-Threshold
Each Wave and each exercise of Gateway Experience builds
directly on preceding techniques and information. Use of. Threshold
exercises before having completed Discouery is not recommended.
As you work with this Wave, you may find il desirable to review the
Frequently Asked Questions in the Dlscouery manual.

FocusrM l2-Overview
The high energ"y state and expanded awareness of this focus level
enable you to become more conscious of inner resources and guid-
ance. As you continue to use what you learned in Focus 10, you
may well flrnd entirely new experiences.

Rarely is nonphysical energy perceived in the same way we per-
ceive in our physical waking state. Be receptive to subtle nuances
of kinesthetic, auditory, or visual experiences. You may sense a
"knowing," a telepathic comprehension that can be later translated
into words. With trust, patience, and practice, you will learn to per-
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ceive more clearly. Sometimes this happens slowly, step by step;
sometimes dramatically and suddenly, like water breaking
through a dam. Let go of preconceived notions about how these
exercises "should'unfold for you. Place them in your Box at the
beginning of an exercise or at any time they intrude. This opens
you to a fuller and richer range ofpossibilities in your exploration.

Wave II Exercises
Threshold #l-Introduction to Focus L2
Simply relax as you are guided from familiar Focus 10 to Focus 12,
and calmly observe any differences. Efforb and analysis are coun-
terproductive. With repeated experience, the distinctions become
more pronounced and you come fo appreciate Focus 12 as a pow-
erful and empowering state which readily lends itself to a wide
diversity of purposes.

Threshold #2-Problem Solving
Problem Solving begins yoru use of Focus 12 energy for its many
practical applications. Place your question or problem in the center
ofyour consciousness, however you perceive this. Then direct it out-
ward to your total awareness, release it, and wait for the response,

Answers sometimes come during the exercise, and may come in
many forms. Among other possibilities you may perceive symbols,

b

abstract images, or colors; "heay'' thoughts in your mind; sense
subtle changes in energy; experience chills, heat, or tingling;
notice shifts in your feelings or level of emotional arousal; or sud-
denly have a clear "knowing."

If answers do not come as you listen to the exercise, take it as an
invitation to heighten your sensitivities as you move through your
daily activities. Open your perception, for instance, to the conver-
sations ofothers, passages in books, synchronicities, and the mul-
titude of wondrous ways in which guidance may reveal itself.

Problem solving in l'ocus 12 is facilitated by the sincerity ofyour
desire to receive a response, the intensity ofyour emotion, and the
clarity ofyour questions. Expressing gratitude as you release your
question is also important. This acknowledges your trust in the
process and amplifies the entire exercise.

Threshold#3-One Month Patterning
One Month Patterning is very powerful for taking charge of your
life. Based on the principle that we becorne what we think, the ener-

ry of Focus 12 offers this process a speed and intensity in the mani-
festing ofthought not generally available in ordinary consciousness.
Think, feel or imagine the physical, mental or emotional pattern
you desire in your life. Just as you did in the previous exercise,
place it in the center of your consciousness and then release it. A
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sense of ease and detachment about the pattern lets you know
that you have, indeed, released it.

Be clear about what you want. For example, do you want a new house,
or to be happy where you live? To lose 10 pounds or to feel better about
yourselfl Pattern only in the present tense, for example, 'T am now
receiving..." Use'T'in your patterning statement and perceive yourself
as an active part ofthe pattern. Pattern only for yourself.

Be specific; the more detail in your pattern, the more likely you
are to get what you want. Ask only for what you really want,
because you'll probably get exactly what you ask for. Put emotion
and conviction into your practice to vitalize and strengthen your
intention. Then ask that your pat ern work only for the good of
your total self and simply let go of attachment to the result.

Although a pattern set in Focus 12 can be changed or canceled in
Focus 12, don't keep checking or changing it because of fear or
doubt. You wouldn't dig np a seed to see how it's growing, would
you? Start with small, reasonable patterns. If you pattern for $50
and prove to yourself it works, later patterns will come more easily.
Don't specify how your request will be fulfrlled. Let your total self
decide and direct the method. Though the exercise refers to "one-
month patterning," you can request that patterns be fulfilled in

any time frame: a week, a year, by your birthday, etc. Or simply
release the pattern to be fulflrlled in its own time.

Threshold #4-Color Breathing
Color Breathing uses the resonancc of colors to dcvelop your

ability in directing physical and nonphysical energy. Sound, vibra-
tion, and other sensations are as valid as visualization for the

mental perception of color. One man, blind since birth, experi-

enced different colors as having unique textures.

The exercise guides you through learning to use the following col-

ors: green for reducing excess or harmful emotional energy; red
for increasing physical strength, speed and coordination; purple
for restoring and normalizing your physical condition.

It's important to end this process each time you practice by per-

ceiving your body as well, whole and perfect' You won't want to
energize any condition less than the ideal. As you become familiar
with this technique, feel free to experiment with other colors and
to develop other purposes for yourself.

Threshold #S-Energy Bar Tool (EBT)
Energy Bar Tool is an extremely valuable and highly versatile
tool for gathering and directing nonphysical energies. History and
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mythology abound with "power sticks" that link human and spiri-
tual energies, ranging from the staff that Moses turned into a ser-
pent to the scepters that symbolize the power ofkings and queens
to the sabers of light that link the heroes of Star Wars to "The
Force." While moving through the exercise, focus on frnding or cre-
ating your own very personal EBT, one that shares your energy
and holds significance for you.

However vague your EBT may seem at first, continue practicing
and allow it to develop. Your hands may become your EBT, rather
than something external to you. You may sense the increasingly
charged vibration throughout your body, or as localized, or as mov-
ing and spreading as intensity builds. Your EBT may become a
roadway that leads you to further'explorations. It can be used as
a beacon to attract guidance or other intelligence, a vehicle for
space travel, or a comforting symbol of safety and security. The
forms and uses of your EBT are truly limitless. Practice and
experiment, knowing that its power is reciprocal: as you recharge
it, it recharges you. Keep your EBT where it is always available to
you and creatively use it in your daily life as well as in your Hemi-
Sync exercises. As with all the tools you learn in the Gateway
Experience, it's up to you to take it out of the tool box and use it.

Threshold #6 - Living Body Map (LBM)
Since maps are an objective representation ofterritory, the under-

10

lying concept of the LBM supports the perspective and detachment
useful in healing. You have undoubtedly recognized how the pro-
gressive nature of The Gateway Experience uses previous learn-
ing as your adventure proceeds. In this exercise for inlluencing
physical body energy, you lcarn a new tool whilc using your EBT.

You are first verbally guided tn create a white mental outline
around your physical bodv. 'Ihis "mnp" roprosonts a composite of
your entire physical system. 'l'hen you <:hange the outline's color to
red, representing blood circulation; then blue for your nervous
system; yellow for thc org{rns ol'your glrtndular system; orange
for your muscle and bone stt'uct,unr. As thc cxcrcise proceeds, you
learn to use the LBM to idcnt,il'y whort hoaling cnergy is needed.
Then, with your EBT, you irr() grrirk'<l t,<l dircr:t purple healing
energy to those parts of yotrr phvsit'rrl lxxlv.

Remember that visualizing is ttol, ttclosr.{rtt'y lbr working with
energy. To "think" or feel or {Jcns(' rr t'olot' or itttrrgc is l.o r:rcate it.
As you follow the instructi<lns, r:ottHitlt't' llriu rrs rtn ollllorl,unity to
"play''with the shape and forrn <ll'yottt' l'lll'l'.'l'ho vcrlrnl gtridance
provides a structure, but yotr trt'r'tl ttol rrrlltct'r, lo il irr rr rigid fash-
ion. We encourage you to exllt'ritrrotrl rrtrrl lrr, r't'r,rrlivt' wil,h ull the
tools, to make them yours, to bt'opcrr lo lir,Hlr irrnipllrl rtlrotrt, what
works best for you.
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There is only one basis-thul yo" seriously consider the

Clt"*"v Affirmation at the least a possibility: that you are

;;;; ;dr" your phvsical bodv' that vou can and do exist in

""""", 
tr"ems that are not limited to time-space' that you can

and do communicat" *iift intelligence beyond your physical

consciousness--call it what you will'

The GatewaY Alfirmation
I am more than my pf'Vti*f body' Because I am more than phys-

ical matter, I deeply iesire to dxpand' to Experience; to Know'

to Und.erstand; to d;;;;i, to Use such greater energies and

2

Comments
Experience@regarding

provide

profound

expenence

from Bob Monroe
the GatewaY

expect from the GatewaYWhat can You
much or as little as You PutExperience2 As

you with a setinto it. The exercises
what you do

of tools-how You use them and
Some dis-with them is Your resPonsibilitY'

and thusfor the frrst time,cover themselves
more constructivelY.Iive more comPletelY,

that only one such
Others reach levels of awareness so

become seekersStill othersis enough for a lifetime
to their daily activitYand add on-going adventureafter truth

withoutHE with H

Coherent brainwave paftern-
enhancod whole-brain

lncoherent brainwave pattern
with limited

-561 02-933

63363 llll,lllll

The Gateway Expdrierice'is an in-home
training program for developing,.explciring
and applying expanddd states of aware-
ness. Exercises in.this series use spegihlly
blended HemFS.ync@ frequencies com-
bined with verb'al guidance and subtle
sound.effects Jo guide you.into focused,
.whole-brai n states of consciotsness-pro-
found states of expanded awdfehess.
While in s0ch states, one has a broader
range of perceptions avaitablb wittf whith to solve problems, develop creativity or obtain guidanc
ihe series is progressive in riature.Therefore, the albums (Waves l-Vll).muit be used sequentiall'

WAVE lll-Freedom
Enjoy Focus'" 10 and Focus 12 6xgrcis.es. developed speciflcally to make,the methods for per

ceiving and controlling your-nonphysical energy a comfoita'ble ahd. joyous experience. Ih
three CD olbum features si4 verbally gLtide'd excersises.

'Please.read: 
Hemi-Sync is a safe, time proven technology. flowever.if you hive a ienderuy towards

3eizures, audito'iy disorders, or advirse niental condition(s), do nit listen tb Hehi-Sync'withoLt first

confpfting your physician. ln the unlikely eveht you expeiiente any physical or mental discomfort, im-

mediately discontinue use. While many of.oui products crintributd to wellnest Ihey are not intended to

.replace inedical diagnosis and tieatment, All wanaDties whether expiess or implied, including wananties
'ofmerchantability 

and fitnds fo1 a paiiiculai purpose 4rd disclaimed. .. . '

'Forfurthef information contact local dealer or

'tlemi--Sync@ I P.O. Bok 505.i Lovingston VA 22949

(434) 263-8692. 0 lnterslate@Hemi-Sr7nc.com.r) www.Hem"i-Sync.com

o2019 llemi-Sync@

Made in the USA.Do not llsten to Hemi-Syntb products whiie driving
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energy systems as may be beneficial and constructive to me and
to those near and close to me. Also, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individ-
uals whose wisdom, development, and experience are equal or
greater than my own.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Bead
The Goteuay Experience is a system of training in self-exploration
and. persorwl deuelopment. It is not a form of psychotherapy, phihso-
phy, religion, or medical diagnosi*/treatment. It is a means to acquire
h,nowledge-the applicatinn and results thereof are solely the responsi-
bility of the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not
intended to replace medical diagnosis and treatment. DO NOT lis-
ten to Hemi-Sync@ while driving or operating heavy equipment, or
with other devices that may influence brain-wave activity. If you
have a tendency towards seizures, auditory disorders, or adverse
mental condition(s), DO NOT listen to Hemi-Synco without first con-
sulting your physician. In the unlikely event that you experience any
unusual physical or mental discomfort, immediately discontinue use.

ALL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLIJD-
ING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICUI"AR PURPOSE, ARE DISCI,AIMED.

Wave Ill-Freedom
Each Wave and each exercise of Gateway Experience builds
directly on preceding techniques and information. Use of. Freedom
exercises before having completed Threshold is not recommended.

As you work with this Wave, you may find it helpful to review the
introduction and Frequently Asked Questions in the Discouery
manual.

About OBEs - Before beginning these exercises, take a moment to
conceptualize your experiences thus far in terms of Robert Monnoe's
Continuurrr of Consciousnessi. This continuum can be easily under-
stood by thinking of a radio diol; as you turn it, one station phases out
and sigaals from the next begin to emerge out of the static. ht's con-
sider a state of alert awaneness, with your total consciousness paying
attention to the present physical rcality, as one "statiort''on the dial.

When you find yourself wondering if you turned offthe stove before
leaving the house, you're momentarily 'tuning irt'' another station.
Daydreaming is yet another, as is the hypnogogic state on the border-
line between wakefu.Lress and sleep. C-1, FocusrM 10 and Focus 12 are
arbitrary labels for certain points along the continuum.
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As your daily life proves, you move back and forth along this contin-
uum all the time: you sleep, you wake, you daydream, etc. Hemi-
Syn@ helps you shift your attention to a particular "station" or state
of consciousness. And even when you are picking up a nonphysical
consciousness "station," you may retain awareness of your physical
body. One illustration of this is the classic out-of-body experience in
which you "see" your physical body from an outside position.

You may perceive your nonphysical consciousness as housed in a
"physical" body, as a sphere of light, as free-flowing energ'y, or...
There are no rules, no norms, no standards against which you
should measure your own experience.

As you become more and more proficient in experiencing your con-
sciousness as separate from the physical, the method ofperception
becomes quite unimportant and may change from OBE to OBE.

What remains important is: Any experience of your consciousness
separate from the physical body is an OBE, even though you may
retain some awareness of your body lying in bed, or your breathing,
heart beat, etc.

About Fear - Some people have a strong desire to go out-of-body
while at another level they are fightened at the prospect. You've

learned tools that can help deal with such fears. For example, put
them in your Box; add a calming, reassuring statement to your
Affrrmation; know that your REBAL comes with you and keeps you
safe and comfortable; let your EBT be a two-lane highway for car-
rying you away and returning you surely to your point of depar-
ture; repeat Discouery #4; with Threshold #2, ask for guidance on
how to best ease your fears.

Above aII, let go of any expectation that you will have a particular kind
ofexperience. T[ust your greater selfto know what is right for you and
reinforce that trust with a sense of gratitude for whatever experience
is awaiting you. Remember that you can always return safely to C-1
by simply "thinkingf'the number "l" and moving your fingers.

Practice - As you experiment with the different separation tech-
niques on these Waue III exercises, you may fiscover that one
works better for you. Or you may find energy building to sudden
separation as you are simply relaxing, allowing Hemi-Sync@ to
move you along the continuum. Then comes practice, more prac-
tice, and still more practice.

In the beginning stages of developing OBE proficiency, you may
find that thought becomes action; a passing thought about a person
or location may transport your nonphysical consciousness there.
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With more experience, you will gain greater control. At that point,
the adventure is totally up to you. You may choose to explore the
solar system, map the terrains between physical and nonphysical
experience, develop friendships with nonphysical entities, or sim-
ply fly over the nearest treetops. The possibilities are limited only
by who you are and how you wish to grow.

Wave III Exercises
Freedom#l-Lift Off
Center yourself in the "you" that is your nonphysical energy
rather than in your physical body, and practice until you are thor-
oughly familiar with the process. Surprisingly enough, you can
help yourself rise by "settling down." Think about how it feels to
go up in an elevator. Repeated practice gives you assurance that
you can return safely and easily and, once you know this, it is
quite easy to move farther than the exercise provides.

Freedom #Z-Remote Viewing
Remote Viewing guides you through three experiments using
your EBT to reach distant people and places with your awareness.
Listen to the exercise frrst while sitting up and without head-
phones to understand the required involvement of someone with
whom to verify the results. Distance is not a factor; the person can
be around the corner or thousands of miles away. Select a mutu-

ally convenient, specific, hour-long time period so you can make
notes before you contact the other person.

For the first experiment, have your associate write six numbers on
a card, place it inside a white envelope, and lay the envelope on a
cleared surface that you are familiar with in his/her home. For the
second, have the person place a white cotton ball in another loca-
tion you are familiar with. Ensure that the envelope and cotton
ball will be standing alone, and that 1'ou are not informed ahead
of time where they will be located. In the third experiment you
send a message to your associate, noting where he/she is and what
he/she is doing.

As you perform the experiment, notice how your perceptions work.
Are you more apt to sense shapes, colors, or textures? What leads
you to describe the things you perceive in the way that you do?
What is your emotional experience as you are remote viewing?
Integrate remote viewing into your daily life as you continue to
practice these techniques. Allow your total self to 'play'' with and
modify them. Over time, your capabilities will develop and
strengthen. Remember, there is no failure in developing psychic
abilities. Learning what does not work for you is equally valuable
for your progress.
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Freedom #3-Vectors
Veetors uses your REBAL to give you practice in going and
returning with a sense of direction. While perception involving
nonphysical energ'y is not limited to ordinary notions about space,
using your physical body as a reference point is a good way to
learn to establish control over your movements.

You are asked to imagine a clock face, with 12 always just above
the top of your head. You frrst learn to extend your perception
around the face of the clock in a two-dimensional, vertical plane,
with 3 being outside your left hip, 9 outside the right, and 6 just
below your feet. In the next part of the exercise, you rotate the
clock face so that 3 is in front of yqur hips and 9 is behind. The
instructions lead you in exploring three-dimensional space.

Notice the feelings associated with perceiving beyond your physi-
cal body. Detect any interesting or unusual features ofa particular
vector, or changes in awareness associated with changes of posi-
tion on the clock. You may find one vector especially stimulating,
even a source of information. As always, make these techniques
your own; experiment with them; establish and practice with addi
tional reference points.

The more you repeat this exercise, the more proficient you become

I

in controlling movement. Eventually, you will be able to use this
learning in all your explorations.

Freedom#4-Five Questions
Five Questions leads you in asking: Who am I? Where and who
was I before I entered this physical existence? What is my purpose
for this existence in physical matter reality? What action can I now
take to serve this purpose best? What is the most important mes-
sage I can receive and understand at this point in my existence?

You may find it useful to review the commentsfor Threshold #2to
remind you that the answers you receive may not be verbal and
may come at a later time. Keep in mind the various perceptual
methods you have been experiencing and open your awareness to
kinesthetic sensations, emotions, a sense of "knowing," or images.
Whether the responses come from your total self or from an exter-
nal source, it's up to you to translate this nonverbal communication
into words or visual representations that hold meaning for you.

These questions are only a beginning. As you continue to practice
this exercise you can substitute your own and repeat any question
for clarilication or fuller understanding. Ask what you really want
to know, infuse your questions with this desire, and express grat-
itude for the guidance you will receive.
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Freedom #E-Energy Food
Energy Food teaches you a method for restoring depleted energy
in C-1; it is an encoding of the process rather than actual applica-
tion. To know whether the encoding is accomplished or whether to
repeat the exercise, use the method shorbly after each time you lis-
ten to the exercise. Ifyou feel more energized, you have achieved
proficiency with another valuable tool for use in your daily life.
Then move on to the next exercise.

Freedom #6-First Stage Separation
First Stage Separation builds on previous exercises to take you
farther in consciously controlling your nonphysical energy.
Practicing five different methods of dissociation from your physi-
cal body provides the opportunity to discover that one is more com-
fortable for you, or to experiment with combining two or more of
these methods. With each one, you can return to the physical body
by using the "Return to C-1" encoding.

Log-rolling - Focus on rotating and rolling the nonphysical ener-
gy within your physical body as if an axis runs through your body
from your head to your feet. When you sense a release of "surface
tension" between your physical and nonphysical energies and you
are rotating freely, stop the focus on rolling and allow it to contin-
ue. Once the "out-of-phasd' condition is comfortably established,

you simply turn over and move outward. Reorientation can be eas-
ily accomplished by rotating until your nonphysical energy is in
alignment with the physical. You may perceive something akin to
a little "c1ick," and you are reintegrated.

Pole - Using your feet as a pivotal point, you are directed to move
your nonphysical energy slowly up and out, head first, until you are
in an upright position. When your energy feet are the only point of
contact, intent is suffrcient to accomplish complete separation.

Backing away is simply that: you slowly back out and away from
your physical body. Once this is achieved, you can turn away and
practice directing your movement with the techniques from the
Vectors exercise.

Flowing involves sending out your nonphysical energies through
the top of your head in the form of a cloud or fog or thin spray of
gas. Once separated, this often reforms quite naturally into a
replica of your physical body. You can then 'Jet'' away on your
EBT, float off inside your REBAL, practice with your vectors, or
use any of the other tools you have learned.

Floating involves an emotional association with the concept of
floating or soaring. As you contemplate how pleasant it would be
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to float upward, like a cloud or a kite, your nonphysical energy
responds to this emotional wish. Once separation is achieved, you
can gradually diminish the emotion so other parts of your total self
can direct your experience.

Repeated practice in a relaxed state, without expectations, is the
best way to achieve comfort and confidence in your ability to sep-
arate and return easily and surely. Think of learning to walk.
When your first attempt to stand erect as a child ended with a
plop to the floor, did you give up and decide to spend the rest of
your life crawling? Of course not!

Looking Ahead
Waue lV-Aduenture is ready for you as soon as you are ready for
more adventuring. You'll delve into additional applications and
development of your skills as you enjoy exciting experiences of
sending and receiving nonverbal communications (NVC).

Contact your local dealer or:
Hemi-Sync@
P.O. Box 505, Lovingston, Virginia 22949
434-263-8692 FAX:434-263-8699
Interstate@Hemi-Sync.com
www.Hemi-Sync.com
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Wave lV-Adventure
Use of these exercises before completing all previous waves of The
Gateway Experience@ is not recommended.

Discouery helped you build a strong, comfortable foundation for
nonphysical exploration in FocusrM lO. Threshold taught you
more tools for directing and controlling nonphysical energy in the
energ:y state of Focus 12. Freedom provided you with practice in
separating your nonphysical from your physical body.

Aduenture offers you personal direction and control ofnew experi-
ences, new ideas, new capabilities, and new exciting exploration.
As you work with this Wave, you may find it helpful to review the
introduction and Frequently Asked Questions in the Discouery
manual.

Wave IV Exercises
Adventure #1- One Year Patterning
One Year Patterning requires your thoughtful prior considera-
tion about exactly how and what you desire to be in one year's
time. Use the same guidelines given for Threshold #Bas you follow
the same process. The differences are the longer time frame and,
more importantly, your increased knowledge of your ability to use
the power of expanded consciousness. Be sure you really want

4

what you pattern for, pattern strongly, and let it go with trust and
confidence and gratitude.

Adventure #2-Five Messages
Five Messages requires no prior action except, as usual, to
approach the exercise with openness, gratitude, and a sensitivity
to your perceptions of any nature. Wait until after to analyze and
interpret your messages. Such "left brain" functions interfere with
your synchronized Focus 12 state. Review the guidelines for
Threshold #2 and. Freedom #4 for additional suggestions.

Adventure #3-Free Flow L2
After introducing you to a'treacon guidepost" as your personal ref-
erence point, this exercise supports planned, systematic explo-
rations wherever you desire. Deciding on a purpose (or destina-
tion) before you begin helps you avoid drifting into a sleep or
dream state. Seek information or guidance you desire, and express
gratitude for what you receive. As you repeat the exercise again
and again, extend the scope ofyourjourneys.

During these self-directed adventures, experiment creatively with
any and all of the methods you have learned. Remember: these
valuable tools cannot serve you unless you take them out ofyour
mental tool box and use them. Roam far and free in perfect com-
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fort, knowing that you will safely and surely return to C-1.

Adventure #4-NVC I
Nonverbal Comrnunication (NVC) is not what we commonly
understand as body language, but rather a primary method of
interaction in and among different realities and energy systems.
It is total expression, occuring within the mind and in mind-to-
mind exchanges. You have encountered NVC in previous
Gateway Experience exercises and in the dream state: vibra-
tions, light, action, emotion are a few examples. Begin to build
your NVC "vocabulary''with these and other nonphysical percep-
tions, together with new meanings for familiar perceptions.
Experiment with all your Gatewpt Experience tools and meth-
ods of perception and practice repeatedly to develop confrdence in
your NVC ability.

Adventure #5-NVC II
Further practice to develop your NVC vocabulary leads to commu-
nicating your Affirmation nonverbally. Then you use your expand-
ed awareness to receive NVC from others. The more you strength-
en your NVC ability, the better you will learn from your Gateway
experiences. Practice counts.

Adventure #G-Cornpoint 12
Compoint, an abbreviation for communications point, is a location
you establish along the continuum of consciousness. Actively
engage in creating an environment that invites communication.
Some examples could be a high tech computer station to receive
input from the mainframe, a lush garden with comfortable bench-
es overlooking a tranquil pond, or acozy log cabin with overstuffed
chairs for cherished conversation with dear friends. Let it be
appropriate for you.

Your growinC NIVC skills enable you to use the compoint to gather
information, encounter other energy systems, or simply observe.
You develop more NVC vocabulary for reaching out, greeting, say-
ing goodbye and expressing gratitude. Because you can go to your
compoint easily and surely whenever you wish, it can serve as a
convenient rendezvous with your nonphysical friends.

Looking Ahead
Waue V-Exploring is awaiting you when you are ready to contin-
ue your explorations. From the now familiar state ofFocus 12, you
will be introduced to Focus 15, the "no time" state - the state of
simply being. Here, far beyond your five physical senses, you can
connect with the source of your intuition without verbal guidance.
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Understand; to Control, to Use such greater energies and energy
systems as may be benefrcial and constructive to me and to those
near and close to me. Also, I deeply desire the help and coopera-
tion, the assistance, the understanding ofthose individuals whose
wisdom, development, and experience are equal or greater than
my own.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Read
The Goteway Experience is a system of training in self-exploration
and personal deuelopment. It is rct a form of psychotherapy, philosophy,
religion, or med,ical d,iognosis / treatment. It is a nleans to acquire hrwwl-
edge-the application and results thereof are solely the responsibility of
the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not intend-
ed to replace medical diagnosis and treatment. DO NOT listen to
HemiSync@ while driving or operating heavy equipment, or with other
devices that may influence brain-wave activity. If you have a tendency
towards seizures, auditory disorders, or adverse mental condition(s),
DO NOT listen to Hemi-Sync@ without first consulting your physician.
In the unlikely event that you experience any unusual physical or men-
tal discomfort, immediately discontinue use.

AIL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUD.
ING WARRANTIES OF MERC}IANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICUI"AR PURPOSE, ARE DISCI,AIMED.

3

Wave V-Exploring
In Wave V, you will be reacquainted with Focus 12, the state of
expanded awareness. You will then have the opportunity to
enhance your intuitive abilities with two additional Focus 12 exer-
cises. These exercises will help you connect to the feeling or feel-
ings associated with an intuitive knowing. They can assist you in
identifying and overcoming limiting beliefs or obstacles which
may prevent you from knowing and trusting your intuitive self.

Focus 12 is an ideal springboard for exploring higher states ofcon-
sciousness. From this now familiar state, you will be introduced to
Focus 15, the "no time" state-the state of simply being. Hemi-
Synco signals will assist you as you expand your consciousness far
beyond the limitations of your five physical senses and connect
with the source of your intuition. Following your introduction, you
will have the opportunity to experience Focus 15 as a powerful
state of creation and manifestation before moving on to the culmi-
nation of Wave V, a free flow Focus 15 exercise. This free flow
experience will provide you with an ideal inner landscape for fur-
ther exploration of this extraordinary state.

We suggest you practice the verbal cues you learn in Wave V so
you can repeat your experiences without listening to the exercises.
The more you do this, the easier it will become.

4
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We appreciate your dedication to personal growth and thank you
for your continued support of the Gateway Experience. As
always, we urge you to keep a journal of your explorations. We
invite you to share your Wave V experiences and would be delight-
ed to hear from you.

Wave V Exercises
Exploring #l-Advanced Focus 12
Focus 12, the state of expanded awareness, can serve as an ideal
springboard for expanded explorations. In this exercise you will
return to Focus 12 to strengthen and reinforce your familiarity
with this valuable state. You are free to explore. You may use this
opportunity to perceive with your nonphysical senses, to establish
new patterns for your life or to reopen channels of communica-
tions with your nonphysical friends. Practice your nonverbal com-
munication skills by grving and receiving information.

Exploring #2-Discovering Intuition
In Exercise 2 you will be guided to use the Focus 12 state of
expanded awareness as a natural foundation for enhancing your
intuitive abilities. You wiII learn to connect to the feeling or feel-
ings associated with an intuitive knowing. This feeling is your own
unique and personal marker of your intuition in action. You will
also learn a verbal cue that you might use whenever you desire to

5

know something with great clarity. The more you exercise your
intuitive abilities, the more you will come to rely upon and trust
this innate part of who you truly are.

Exploring #&-Exploring Intuition
Exercise 3 affords you the opportunity to use the Focus 12 state
for further exploration of your intuitive abilities. Hemi-Sync@ sig-

nals will assist you as you expand yottr consciousness far beyond
the limitations of the five physical senses. Be prepared to express
your intent to understand and know more fully who you are as an
intuitive being as you connect with the source of your intuition.
Ask for help in identifying any limiting beliefs or obstacles which
may prevent you from knowing and trusting your intuitive self.
You may then express your intent to release these limiting
thoughts and beliefs. Be sure to express your gratitude for the
trust and confidence you have gained in your intuitive self before
returning to physical waking consciousness.

Exploring #4-Intro to Focus 15
From the now familiar Focus 12 you will be guided into another
state of being, Focus 15, the state of "no time," where time does not
exist for you. You can move into Focus 15 and return easily
because your energ'y body is not limited or controlled by time and
space. To enhance your familiarity with the state of "no time," you
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will return to Focus 12 and then be guided back to Focus 15 before
returning to full waking consciousness.

Exploring #5-Mission 15 Creation and Manifestation
Focus 15 is a state of stillness, a state of simply being. In Exercise
5, you will explore Focus 15 as a powerful state of creation and
manifestation. From within the energy of Focus 15 you will be able
to access the "AIl That Is" and know that your creative abilities
are put into action through your intention. You will also learn a
verbal cue that you may use whenever you desire to create a
change or manifest what is needed in your life.

Exploring #6 - Exploring Focrrs 15
By now you should be familiar with the stillness of Focus 15-the
"no time" state-the state of simply being. Exercise 6, the culmi-
nation of Wave V, presents you with a free flow opportunity for
further exploration of this extraordinary state. You are given free
rein to explore the nature of intuition, to experience the creative
energ"y within you, or to commune with your true essence for guid-
ance and inspiration.

Looking Ahead
Waue Vl-Odyssey (A Journey to Focus 21) guides you into an
odyssey of self-discouery. Waue V/features high-adventure exer-

7

cises in Focus 21 (the bridge to other energy systems). Explore
realms of awareness that defy description in dimensions beyond
physical time-space reality in this episode of The Gateway
Experience.

Contact your local dealer or:
Hemi-Synco
P.O. Box 505
Lovingston, Virginia 22949
434-263-8692
FAX: 434-263-8699
Interstate@hemi-sync.com
www.hemi-sync.com
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and close to me. AIso, I deeply desire the help and cooperation, the
assistance, the understanding of those individuals whose wisdom,
development, and experience are equal or greater than my own.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Read
The Gateway Experience is a system of training in self-exploration
and personal deuelopment. It is not a form of psychotherapy, philoso-
phy, religion, or medical diagnosis/treatment. It is a means to acquire
hnowledge-the application and results thereof are solely the responsi-
bility of the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not
intended to replace medical diagnosis and treatment. DO NOT lis-
ten to Hemi-Sync@ while driving or operating heavy equipment, or
with other devices that may influence brain-wave activity. If you
have a tendency towards seizures, auditory disordqrs, or adverse
mental condition(s), DO NOT listen to Hemi-Sync@ without first
consulting your physician. In the unlikely event that you experience
any unusual physical or mental discomfort, immediately discontin-
ue use. ALL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FIT-
NESS FOR A PARTICUI"AR PURPOSE, ARE DISCI"AIMED.

Wave VI - Odyssey
In 1957 Robert Monroe began having out-of-body experiences that
altered his life forever. The first of his OBEs initiated a long series

3

of explorations into the limitlessness of human consciousness. The
documentation of these first experiences became what is now
known as the "classic OBE," in which a person actually sees his/her
body and perceives hisflrer consciousness as clearly separate from
the physical body.

Although Bob's experiences were both dramatic and life changing,
it soon became apparent that the OBE phenomenon was just the
tip of the iceberg. As he grew more comfortable in exploring altered
states of consciousness, Bob realized that his experiences in other
locales (the physical world around us) had served to trigger his
innate curiosity. His keen sense of the rational and his curious
nature would subsequently give birth to a more complete under-
standing of his OBE adventures.

In time, Bob's explorations developed a level of maturity that
required the coining of a new term to more accurately describe his
experiences. He had come to understand that "outer space" and
"inner space" are one; therefore, the concept of going "out ofbody"
no longer applied. In practice, Bob had learned that he could project
a portion of his consciousness "there" while retaining a portion of
consciousness within the physical body. His discovery meant that con-
sciousness transcended the physical boundaries of time and space.
Thus, the term "out of body" was simply too limiting. "Phasing" is the
term he introduced to encompass these new rea-Lizations.

4
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All of us know the meaning of phasing through personal experi-
ence. We merely take the phenomenon for granted. For example, as
you continue to read you might become aware of the position of
your physical body. You may simultaneously be aware of your sur-
roundings, including such variables as room temperature, sounds
and smells, even the intensity of available light. Perhaps you are
even thinking about what you will experience as you listen to Wave
VI exercises-all while you are reading and integrating the words
on this page. Your ability to do so is simply your consciousness
phasing in and out of multiple levels of awareness.

Your consciousness can and does operate simultaneously in multiple
levels of awareness. It may be directed toward the past, the present,
or the future. It may be focused in this reality or others. You alone
are responsible for how you choose to focus your conscious aware-
ness. The concept of phosing one's consciousness cqn explain all para-
normal or psychic phenomena front Lucid Dreaming or Rernote
Viewing to Near Deq,th Experiences. Your ability to phase is so inher-
ent that it may have escaped your notice, yet the potential applica-
tions for this remarkable ability are far-reaching.

The purpose of Wave VI is to assist you in applying this natural
ability. The beginning exercises take place in Focus 12, a state of
expanded awareness. These exercises are designed and scripted
directly from Bob's original explorations in what he then called the
out-of-body state. In the process of working with these exercises,

you will become familiar with the "second body." The second body
(also referred to as the energy body) is actually the field of energy
that surrounds the physical body.

With practice, you will learn how to expand your energ'y body, moving
it progressively away from the location of your physical body. You will
remember how to manipulate and control your energy body through
the projection (or phasing) of your consciousness. After you become
familiar with the vibrations of your second body, you will have the
opportunity to explore the far reaches ofphysical reality.

Tfust that your experiences are exactly as they should be for you at the
time. Your heartfelt appreciation is an appropriate means to acknowl-
edge any assistance given you. It is, therefore, recommended that you
take time to express your gratitude following each exercise.

The final exercises of Wave VI are designed to guide you beyond the
boundaries of physical reality. You will journey beyond the bridge
that connects physical time-space reality with other dimensions
and other levels ofawareness. Focus 21 is the bridge to other states
of expanded awareness. At this point, you will be a true explorer,
moving into realms of awareness we will not attempt to specify
here. Indeed, such realms are often indescribable. Those who have
traveled this path frequently return to physical reality with few, if
any, words to recount their experiences. As Bob would say, "Now
that you have the tools, find out for yourself."
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Bob was also fond of saying "Only you can change you." It is the sig-

nificance and meaning- that you give to your experiences that will
help you achieve personal growth, Tlust yourself throughout these

"*"r.iru. 
and know that a greater part ofyou is always there to help

and assist you.

It is important that you experience each exercise in succession,

buitding directly on the tools and techniques learned in the previ-

ous exercise. The goal is to practice what you learn so you can

repeat the experience effectively without listening to the exercise'

Tlie more you do this, the easier it will become.

Use your intentions and willingness to explore to assist you in tran-
sceniing limiting beliefs. It is our hope that you might come to know
you are more than your physical body.

We appreciate your dedication to personal growth and thank you for
your continued support of the Gateway Experience. As always, we

trrge you to keep a journal of yow explorations.

Wave VI Exercises
Odyssey l-Sensing
Exercise-1 wiII reacquaint you with Focus 12. While in Focus 12,

you will be introduced to your energy body-(second body) as a freld
lf 

".r"*gy 
surrounding your physical body. You may equatg this sec-

ond body to the life force that animates the physical body or you

may choose to refer to it as your etheric body, subtle body, or light
body. Call it what you will, this energy freld is the same, vibrating
and alive-an extension of your physical body. Exercise 1 will
assist you in learning to control your energy body.

Odyssey 2-Expansion
Exercise 2 will enable you to begin a greater exploration through
the expansion of your energ:y body in Focus 12. This is accom-
plished by speeding up the vibrations in your energy body and
expanding it outward, like a large bubble surrounding your physi-
cal body. Once fully expanded, you will move your awareness
toward the far reaches ofyour energy body; becoming lighter as you
move farther from the confines of your physical body.

Odyssey 8-Point of Departure
With practice, you will have become comfortable and proficient in
moving your consciousness within an expanded energy body. Now
you are ready for take-off. Once again you will be led to Focus 12,
where you will move your consciousness into your energy body and
rotate it 180 degrees. This technique may seem familiar from ear-
lier exercises inthe The Gateway Experience. This exercise, how-
ever, has a very different starting point-your energy body-which
is vibrating at a very high speed. The rotation may also seem dif-
ferent. For some, the experience may appear to be like a very slow
movement in time and space; for others, a shift in awareness, like
having eyes in the back of your head. You may actually see your

I
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own body. It is best to suspend expectations. Whatever your expe-
rience, your goal during Exercise 3 is to project your consciousness
out of phase with your physical body.

If you haue dfficulty with thi* etrerclse, don't despair. Please hrww that rnt
eueryone will haue a conscinus out-of-body expericnce. It tahes a lot of prac-
tice for most, and many of w haue hidden fears thnt hold us borh. Also, if
you try too hard for an. OBE, the intense effort can becorne the uery distro.c-
ti.on that halds you back. TYy to be rnnchalant about OBEs. Tha are just
a small part of the process of self-explaration and personal growth.

Odyssey 4-Nonphysical Friends
We encourage all who participate in our in-home programs to be
open to the idea of asking for and receiving assistance. Our enthusi-
asm for doing so originates from our early experiences with the
Explorer sessions. During these sessions, it became apparent that
our Explorers were not alone; rather, they had an abundance ofhelp.
"Helpers in energetic form" would typically position themselves two
on each side of the Explorer. These helpers might assist the Explorer
in leaving his/her physical body or contribute otherwise with the pur-
pose of a session. The particulars of how these nonphysical friends
were helping were not always obvious, but their benevolent inten-
tions were remarkably clear. Who are these nonphysical friends? We
prefer that you decide for yourself. Exercise 4 is designed so you
might establish trust through direct personal contact.

Odyssey 5-Intro to Focus 2l
Exercise 5 may be your first consciotrs r,x1x.r'iorr<rr in l,ix:us 21 (the
bridge to other energy systoms). Itlcus 2l is rrrr t'xl,rnortlinary state of
awareness that was previouslv rcst,rvtrl lirr t,lrc lrrsl il,rrt,c's rcsidcntial
programs. As you relax into this cxo'cisr', s1x'r,irrlizrrl lk,rni-SynCD sig-
nals and verbal guidance will lcixl yotr l,o l,ix,rrg ll l. Orrrcf ully observe
the subtle changes in vibrati<lns or. li't'lirrgs ol'rrrovr,rrrt'rrt within your
body as you are verbally guidrrl fi'orn l,ixrrrr l 2 t o l,ix'trs 2 l, transition-
ing through the various stat,t's of'rrrrrsr,iorrsrrr,ls rrn yorl r:h<xlsc.

Odyssey 6 - Free Flow Jour.rrcy in l,lrcrrs 2l
This exercise is thc culnrinrrt.iorr ol'rrll yorrr prr,viorrs worl< and is
brand-new territory for yotrr t,xpkrrrrliorr. Agrrirr, rrlrryirrg lixrrrscd und
aware is important. Ylu will rrrovr, l,o l,ix'rrs l.l I rlir,r,r,l lv lirrrn 12 by
simply projecting your <xrns<,ioltsn(,sH rrrrrl ;lrrirlrrrrcr, lo llrc light of
Focus 21. Therc, yotr will on<:c rrgrrin lrr.r'rrcorrrrr;r,r,rl lo rrsh lirr rtssis-
tance and guidan<:o I'r<lrn (.lroso wlrosr, wir.ulorrr, rk'vr,loprrrr,nt,, irnd
experience are r:qual kr <lr grcrrlr,r. llrrrrr yorrl owrr. No rrrrrll.r,r h<lw
many times you participrrtn in l.his 1'y1,11,is1,, yorr wrll rrr,vr,r r,xhrrust
its limitless possibilitics lirr rir:lr nrrtl rrlrrrrrrlrrrrlly rr'wrrr.rlirrH jorrr,ncys.

Looking Ahead
Waue Wl-Voyoger', rck,*rsc<l irr 2Ol!), rrwrrilH yr)u lrr rrrn)1 1H yoq
feel ready to move on.

HemiSyncoa l'.(). lkrx 501-r ) l,ovirrllnlon, Vn :t:tl),ll)
434-263-8692 | Interstate(rr)lrcrni-synt'.rrrrrr I www.lrlrru ,rylr,,(\)pl
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Use your intentions and willingness to explore to assist you in tran-
scending limiting beliefs. It is our hope that you might come to know
you are more than your physical body.

We appreciate your dedication to personal growth and thank you for
your continued support of I'he Gateway Experience. As always,
we urge you to keep a journal of your explorations.

Wave VII Exercises
Voyager l-Explore Total Self
The purpose of this exercise is to gain a better understanding of
your Total Self. You will explore your purpose for living this physi-
cal life with the help of your Inner Helper-the one who is your clos-
est friend and ally, who knows and understands you better than you
realize.

You will be guided to Focus 21, the bridge to other reality systems.
From here you will connect with your Inner Helper, establishing
communication so that you may ask a series of questions and
receive information regarding your Earth life.

Voyager 2-Intro to Focus 23
This may be your first conscious experience in Focus 23, the transi-
tional reality of those who have just completed a physical life, but
are somehow unable to move on.

You will be instructed to move to Focus 21 by the method you have
learned. As you relax into this exercise, spccial Hemi-SyncF, signals
and verbal guidance will lead you to Focus 23. Carefully observe the
subtle changes in vibrations or feelings of movement within your
body as you move to Focus 23, transitioning through the various
states ofconsciousness as you choose.

Once in Focus 23, you will be instructecl to observe and perceive the
various beings and their states of consciousness. They may exhibit
emotions of bewilderment, shock, and confusion. You will remain
calm and confident as you are always in full control.

Become familiar with all you observe, as this is the point of the
many you can help. However, you will only be an observer and are
not to engage with any of these beings at lhis time. If approached by
someone, simply offer love and ask their guides to help them. You
will have the opportunity to return to this area and be ofassistance
in Exercise 5.

Voyager 3-Intro to Focus 25
In this exercise, you will be introduced to Focus 25, the belief system
territories. This area is occupied by groups ofnon-physical humans
who have, through thousands of years, accepted and subscribed to
various premises and concepts.

You are instructed to move to Focus 23 on your own; from there, you
will be verbally guided to Focus 25. This region contains all human
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It is designed to ease the trauma and shock of the transition out of
physicai environments for the mariy different new arrivals.

belief systems, and you are to observe without participation.

You may encounter those you know, but you are only a visitor here
to observe, remember, and take the memory with you. Keep in mind
beliefs are simply tools we use in constructing reality, using them to
limit certain areas and to expand others.

Voyager 4-Intro to Focus 27
This is your introduction to Focus 27, the reception center between
physical lives. This area was created as a way station, a familiar
place to relax, meet with others, ask for help, communicate and con-
sult with others.

Through the assistance of counselors, the newly anived can become
calm and rational. Eventually the next goal along the path is decid-
ed, and the visitor is directed away from the Reception Center to
begin a new path to achievement, whatever that may be.

You are only a visitor here, as you are still in physical matter reali-
ty. This is a vast area, so be open to other perceptions other than
visual, such as impressions, feelings, sensing, knowing, etc. You are
instructed to just explore, as you find or create your own special
place that you can visit again during your regular sleep. A place
where you can meet with friends and those you love. This is also the
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region where you will return in Exercise 5 to assist those stuck in
Focus 23.

Voyager F-Retrieval
This exercise is designed to teach you how to assist those in Focus
23. You will first be instructed to move to Focus 27 to ask for help
in making a "rescue run." Suspend the skeptical, critical, and ana-
lytical left-brain part of yourself during this exercise, so that you
may be free to fully experience and explore. Be open to the many
ways in which information and communication may be perceived
beyond the five physical senses.

You may have a visual impression of the guidance available, or you
may not. Look for subtleties, such as:

' A "lightening" in the energy around you
' You may feel suddenly warmer or cooler in your body

temperature
'Aflashofcolor. Your heart rate might accelerate. You mayjust "sense" that there is a presence around you
' You could feel a tingling in your hands, arms or feet
' A rush ofenergy throughout your body
' A chill like goosebumps on your neck or arms
' You may sense the feeling of a cool breeze moving across youl'

face or the top ofyour hands
' A little flutter on your cheek, like the trail of :r btrt,t,crrllv wirr1.1

' Or maybe just a "knowingl' that guidancc is tJrt.rc lill yorr
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The important thing is that whether you perceive its presence in
some form or not, you proceed here with the assumption that it is,
indeed, there with you, because you know from all your experiences
that it is.

Once you have your helper, you will then move back to Focus 23 and
select a newly arrived person to escort to the Reception Center in
Focus 27.

You will have the opportunity to converse with the newcomer before
asking your helper to move that person to someone who can provide
the best assistance. Be open to impressions you may receive, such as
the name of a person that may come to you. Instead of dismissing it,
develop further impressions to build on. Just flow with it. In your
mind you may ask for verification of the name, ask how they are,
how did they get there, or what happened to them. Simply allow
vague initial impressions to develop more fully into things you can
follow up on. Just relax into this and remember you are well-quali-
fied and have much help as you move in this new phase of learning
and experiencing.

You will then be guided back through the various levels to full wak-
ing consciousness. Use this exercise as much as you like to provide
assistance to those in Focus 23.

Voyager G-Messages Fr:nm Beyond
The final exercise in this sor:ics is not as structurcd as all previous
exercises. There is no form:rl proparatory process or count up/down.
With limited verbal guidanr:c, it acls as m<lrc of a frce-flow, with a
few visual suggestions and qucstions to poso. The Hemi-Sync@ fre-
quencies will take you inl,o thc llocus 27 st:rtc' where you will
encounter your loved ones, or other krving bcings. From here you
will seiect the one you wish t<l conrnrtrnicatc wit,h, irs you ask for and
send messagcs.

Looking Ahead
Wque VIII-Un ion is ready for you ils s(x)n ils yorr ilre rczrdy for more
adventuring. lixplore other possibilities in thc inlinite space of
Focus 27, plus othor arcas of unr:xlllorcd r:onsr:iousrloss bcyond the
Earth Life Systern. You have thcr unitltrc oJrporttrnity to observe,
learn, experienco, and trirnscencl lirniling llcliclls as you come to
know moro of whc:rc you calno frorn, whox'you :lr'() going, and your
true Self.

Hemi-Sync@
P.O. Box 505
Lovingston, Virgi n ia 2294$)
434-263-8692
Interstate@hemi- sync.com
https :i/hemi- sync.(x)rn
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' While many of our pr:oducts contribute to
'reblace medical diagnosis and treatment.

wellnbss,.they are not intended to

.,A jburney Beyond space aid Tiite

HEM|-SYNC@APPUCAT|ONSi, 
",.

, ,^O-!.gpingoresearch has inspiied tf," ae*igprn"ri of
Hemr-synt'products for a wide ranip of a;iplications:

. rngditation .:. .'.
spiritualgrowth
.qipinded awareness
prcifouniJ iela.iation
stress m.anagenient
heightened treativity
probl_eni solving'

focused attention
accelerated lear.ning
sleep enhancement
pain manageinenl'.
persdnal giowth. . '

enhanged well-beirig
behaVior modification
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to be open, allowing and calm...in perceiving clearly, responding
appropriately and carrying out my intent of service. I am truly grate-
ful for this assistance. I set forth empowered by the energetic freld of
my fellow explorers and acknowledgement of our oneness, in love.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Read
The Gateuay Experience is a system of training in self-exploratinn
and personal deuelopment. It is rnt a form of psychotherapy, phibso-
phy, religian, or rned.ical diagnosis/treatrnent. It is a means to acquire
hnowledge-the application and results thereof are solely the respon-
sibility of the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not
intended to replace medical diagrrosis and treatment. DO NOT listen
to Hemi-S1'nc@ while driving or operhting heavy equipment, or with
other devices that may inlluence brain-wave activity. If you have a
tendency towards seizures, auditory disorders, or adverse mental con-
dition(s), DO NOT listen to HemiSl.nc@ without first consulting your
physician. In the unlikely event that you experience any unusual
physical or mental discomfort, immediately discontinue use.

AIL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUD.
ING WARRANTIES OF MERCIIANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICUI,AR PLIRPOSE, ARE DISCI,AIMED.

Wave VIII-Union
Wave VII intr"oduced you to Focus 27. T :re purpo'se of Wave VItr is to

u*plor" Focus 27 plus other areas ofunexplored consciousness beyond the

Earth Life System.

Tmst that your experiences are exactly as they should be for you at this

time. Your irearfett appreciation is an appropriate means to achrowledge

any a.ssistance grrr"t y*' It is, therefore, reoommended that you take time

to Lxpress your gratitude following each exercise.

Trust yourself throughout these exercises and know that a greater
part ofyou is always there to help and assisb.

It is important that you experience each exercise in succession,

building directly on the tools and techniques learned in the previous

e*ercisJ. The goal is to practice what you learn so you can re,peat the

experience efiectively without listening to the exercise' The more

you do this, the easier it will become.

Use your intentions and willingness to explore to assist you in tran-
..".rdirg limiting beliefs. It is our hope that you might come to know
you are more than your physical body.

We appreciate your dedication to personal growth and thank you for
your continued support of The Gateway Experi'ence' As always, we

urge you to keep ajournal ofyour explorations.
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Wave VIII Exercises
Trackl-SpecialTour
You will begin by returning to your Special Place in Focus 27,
noticing any changes that may have occurred, and/or making any
modifications to better suit your needs.

You wili be introduced to a new affirmation to better align with the
purpose of exploring these new places and to avail yourself of the
energies of like-minded fellow explorers. (Note the last serutence of
the affirmation.)

tr'inally, you will go on a special tour to obtain an overview of other
areas beyond the Park and Reception Center-places you will
explore in more detail in subsequent exercises.

Track 2 - Meeting with the Entry Director
Returning to the Planning Center of Focus 27, you will have an
opportunity to learn about some ofyour personal history by meeting
with the Entry Director, and others who helped prepare the way for
your current physical lifetime.

Ask to observe the steps in the process ofpreparingto enter a physical body.
You will also ask to be given a review of yorr personal experiences of enhy
into the Earth 1ife. Use all of your senses and stay open bo whatever infor-
mation is communicated.

Track 3 - Educational Opportunities
fn the Educational Center in Focus 27, you will have the opporbunity to per-
sonalize your experience. I'his is a place of teaching inshuction, training,
and leaming. You will ask for a personal demonstratiorl a personal expe-
rience ofhow this firnction is carried out.

Allow any impressions to come as you observe and explore. Open yourself
to the many possibilities for instruction, insights, and information.

Track 4 - Healing and Regeneration Center
'lhe Healing and Regeneration Center is where those newly arriving to
Focus 27 may recuperate and receive healing counseling, and guidance.

You will be able to ask for a personal demonstration, a personal experience.
Be open to the experience of healing for the events of this lifetime, and for
other lifetimes as well. Ask to receive whatever healing, regeneration or
balancing you feel you are most in need of.

Track 5 - Planning Center
The Planning Center oversees enerry pattems in the Ear*r Life System,
allowingyou to not only obserue, but also participate.

One of the functions here is to introduce new ideas and new energy
patterns into physical Earth reality, or delete/remove those energ'y
patterns which are no longer useful. As you observe, ask to under-
stand and learn about this process. Open your channels of percep-
tion and trust what you perceive.^
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You will have the opportunity to become an active participant in
this process by asking for an idea of an energy pattern that yorr can
track. Whatever you receive, allow it into your perception and then
follow its course from Focus 27 into the Earth's energ"y pattern.
fmmerse yourself in this Process.

Track 6 - Coordination Area
This area is dedicated to the maintenance and management of
Focus 2?. You will meet the energy beings who maintain' manage,

organize, and facilitate the activities of Focus 27.

You will ask for insights into the history and creation of Focus 27,

how the management and coordination functions are carried out,
and the naturebf the relationship tothe Earth Life system. You will
also inquire as to other systems that are coordinated here.

One highlight of this exercise is learning what lies beyond-what
opportunities there are for further development and growth. Let go

ol urry preconceived ideas you may hold and be open to what these
beings show you.

TrackT-InnerEarth
This exercise will allow you to meet with those intelligences who
maintain the physical Earth. This exercise uses Focus L2 as your
base, and as a seasoned explorer you are instructed to move to what-
ever Focus level is most appropriate and helpful for you to be able
to understand the information you receive during this exploration.

7

You will be guided through the different elemental kingdoms of Earth-
mineral, plant, animal, earth, water, fire, and air. lMake your way to the
Earths inner core, meeting the intelligences and asking if there is a mes-
sage for you. Stay open to what you receive and trust the information.

You will continue to observe as you a.re guided throush other Focus levels,
perceiving the differences in each. Encoding will also be given to you so you
may return here anytime.

TrackS-TheAbsolute
This is a unique opportunity to experiene gradr:ating fircm the Earth Life
System-moving beyond physical Earth.

You will be asked to observe all the things that embody your cur-
rent Earth life-from your beliefs, and emotions to the self-image
you have constructed. Next, you will place all ofthese things repre-
senting your physical embodiment in a box.

As you make your way through a long hallway, you will find your-
self in front of the final door. You are invited to step through this
door as you let go and observe what lies beyond. After a brief time,
verbal guidance and the Hemi-Sync@ frequencies will call you back
to full waking consciousness.
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Comments from Bob Monroe
regarding The Gateway Eqrerience@

What can you expect fuom The GatewayExperience? As much or as little as you putinto it. The exercises provide you with a setof tools-how you use them and what you dowith them is your responsibility. Some dis_
cover themselves for the first time, and thuslive more completely, more constructively Others reach levels ofawareness so profound that only one such experience is enough fora lifetime. Still others become seekers after truth and add on-going adventure to their daily activity,

The Gateway Affirmation
I am more than my physical body. Because I am more than phys-
ical matter, I deeply desire to Expand, to Experience; to Know,
to Understand; to Control, to Use such greater energies and
energ'y systems as may be beneficial and constructive to me and
to those near and close to me. Also, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individ-
uals whose wisdom, development, and experience are equal or
greater than my own.

What Is Hemi-Sync@?
Hemi-Sync@ is a patented, scientifically and clinically proven
audio-guidance technology refined with 50 years of research.
Researchers learned that specific sound patterns could lead the
brain to various states ofconsciousness ranging from deep relax-
ation or sleep to expanded a\rvareness and other "extraordinary"
states.

The audio-guidance process works through the generation of
complex, multilayered audio signals, which act together to create
a resonance that is reflected in unique brain-wave forms charac-
teristic ofspecific states ofconsciousness. The result is a focused,
whole-brain state known as hemispheric synchronization, or

There is only one basis_that you seriously consider theGateway Affirmation.at.the-leaj , po.riUifity, th;; ;;; ;;;more than your physical body, that you can and do exist inenerg"y systems that are not limited to time_space, that yo, 
"u.,and do communicate with intelligence U"yo.ra your physicalconsciousness----call it what you wi-ll.
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Comments from Bob Monroe
regarding The Gateway Experience@

What can you expect from The Gateway
Dxperience? As much or as little as you put
into it. The exercises provide you with a set
of tools-how you use them and what you do
with them is your responsibility. Some dis-
cover themselves for the first time, and thus
live more completely, more constructively. Others reach levels of
awareness so profound that only one such experience is enough for
a lifetime. Still others become seekers after truth and add on-
going adventure to their daily activity.

There is only one basis-that you seriously consider the
Gateway Affirmation at the least a possibility: that you are
more than your physical body, that you can and do exist in
energy systems that are not limited to time-space, that you can
and do communicate with intelligence beyond your physical
consciousness-call it what you will.
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The Gateway Affirmation
I am more than my physical body. Because I am more than phys-
ical matter, I deeply desire to Expand, to Experience; to Know,
to Understand; to Control, to Use such greater energies and
energy systems as may be beneficial and constructive to me and
to those near and close to me. Also, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individ-
uals whose wisdom, development, and experience are equal or
greater than my own.

What Is Hemi-Sync@?
Hemi-Synco is a patented, scientifically and clinically proven
audio-guidance technology refined with 50 years of research.
Researchers learned that specifrc sound patterns could lead the
brain to various states of consciousness ranging from deep relax-
ation or sleep to expanded awareness and other "extraordinary"
states.

The audio-guidance process works through the generation of
complex, multilayered audio signals, which act together to create
a resonance that is reflected in unique brain-wave forms charac-
teristic ofspecific states ofconsciousness. The result is a focused,
whole-brain state known as hemispheric synchronization, or
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enjoy a more fulfilling life.

Each album fltrave) inth.e Gateway Experience is progressive in
nature, building directly on the tools and techniques from the pre-
vious album. Therefore, the albums must be used sequentially.
Following are recommendations for listening to these exercises:
. Locate a distraction-free environment where you can darken the
room and remain undisturbed for the 30- to 45-minute exercises.

' Listen using stereo headphones on a personal or home stereo
system.
' Adjust the volume to a level where you can barely hear the
words. Otherwise, the verbal guidflnce may startle you following a
period of silence.
' Allow at least one hour after eating and avoid alcohol, drugs, or
excessive caffeine, which may limit the effectiveness of the Hemi-
Sync@ exercises.
' Get comfortable. Use the bathroom before each exercise even if
it seems unnecessary. Loosen any tight clothing and remove
shoes, glasses, or contacts. Listen while lying down or seated with
your head supported, whichever is more comfortable for you.

' If you itch during an exercise, scratch. You will be able to move
gently back into your pattern of relaxation.
. There can be a metabolic drop as you enter an exercise, produc-
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ing a perception ofheat, motion, or pressure. Have a Ioose blanket
handy, ready to pull up or throw off as needed.

' Keep ajournal to document the details ofyour experiences, such
as date/time, body position, medication or unusual diet, mood/atti-
tude, energy level, moon phase, or any other unusual circumstance.

Wave I Exercises
Discovery #1- Orientation
Energy Conversion Box becomes your mental container to hold
concerns, distractions, or interferences for the duration ofthe exer-
cise. See it, feel it, hear it, think it, or simply imagine it. Your con-
tainer may be simple or ornate, high-tech or antique, a wooden chest,
a sphere oflight, a vacuum cleaner or a nuclear particle collector.

Imagine concrete symbols to place in the box, such as a wallet for
financial worries, a photo or doll representing someone who is on
your mind. You can place limiting words like'tan't,"'oshouldn't," or
"must'' in your container; brick walls to symbolize your defenses; a
desk or computer to symbolize work. Experiment. [t's a tool for your
use. Allow it to change and return to it whenever you wish during
an exercise to place inside any new distraction.

Affirmation focuses your intention and attention. You may use
the words as spoken in the exercise, modify them to maximize per-
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sonal relevance and signiflrcance, or substitute your own version.
Experiment. Make it yours.

Resonant Tuning accelerates the gathering of your vibrational
energ'y while reducing internal dialogue. It helps vitalize and
charge your entire system and loosens blockages in natural energy
channels. Notice any physical manifestations as you vocalize
aloud. The sounds on the exercise are only a guide. Set your own
rhythm and pace, move up and down the scale, experiment with
different vowel sounds.

Breathe only slightly deeper than you normally would and, as you
inhale, imagine pulling sparkling, vibrant energy into all parts of
your body. Allow it to move gently around in your head as you hold
your breath. Try releasing tired, stale enerry through the soles of
your feet with each exhalation.

The opening and closing of your eyes may at first feel awkward, but
try doing it anyway. It's a valuable first step in your learning that
you are able to control autonomic processes and habitual behavior.

You can return at any time to full waking consciousness by simply
breathing normally, opening your eyes, or moving the fingers of
your right hand.

FocusrM 3 is the first signpost along your journey, a Hemi-Sync@
state where your brain and mind are more coherent, synchronized
and balanced.

Return to Full Waking Consciousness (C-1) at the end of this
and every exercise is facilitated by a strong audio signal. Despite
the temptation to take off your headphones early, listen to this sig-
nal until it is withdrawn. The more completely you come 'back"
from each exercise, the furbher you can go into the next.

Discovery #2 - Introduction to Focus 10
Focus 10 is a level in which your mind remains awake and alert
while your body sleeps calmly and comfortably. Follow the instruc-
tions, focusing upon and then totally releasing each body part.
Your body knows how to do this and to "look with your closed eyes"
as you move towards profound relaxation.

One of the paradoxes of "mind awake, body asleep" is the possibfity
of heightened sensitivity: awareness that the pores of your skin
breathe, hearing the swish ofblood flow behind your ears, feeling your
heart beat. Spontaneous remote sensing is also possible: hearing
sounds you would swear you are hearing this time but not the last
time, or perceiving faraway, delicate odors. Place all expectations in
your box, relax, and simply go with whatever you are experiencing.
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Health Affirmation at the end of each exercise helps you balance
physical and nonphysical energies. Know that it is working for you
without effort on your part.

Discovery #3 - Advanced Focus 10
Resonant Energy Balloon @EBAL) is a valuable tool to create
a high energ'y state within and around you. Your REBAL acts as
a magnet, attracting influences you desire and shielding you from
undesired energy. The more you build your REBAL, the better you
sustain higher energ'y levels. Your REBAL may spontaneously
change form, develop a delicate membrane, or become radiant like
an intensifred aura. Although you may not always perceive your
REBAL, play with sensing it through feelings, and/or storing the
energy as in a charged battery.

You can turn it on and use it while in C-1 or in any other state
much as you would turn on a light. Use one resonant energ'y
breath as the switch. Inhale vibrant energ'y and, as you hold it,
think of a bright moving circle with the number 10 inside it. Let
the circle surround you as you exhale. Experiment with "poppingl'
your REBAL while in a group of people and see if its resonance
attracts people who are in harmony with it. Try extending it
around your car to note if you negotiate traffrc or find parking
more easily.

Discovery #4- Release and Recharge
Release and Recharge teaches you a method you can use daily,
with or without the tape, to release and convert self-imposed emo-
tions. Learned fear can be a useful warning signal, but you no
longer need it after you acknowledge the warning. In Focus 10 you
can calmly identify and gently release fears, blocks, limits-any
interferences to your growth-and replace blocked energy with
the pure energ'y that existed before the limits were imposed.

For purposes of this exercise, "fear" denotes the primary emotional
charge connected to the self-imposed limit, and "emotion" denotes
related feelings. Trust that your larger self knows what you are
ready to uncover; simply follow the instructions and see what
comes up for you. If nothing comes, bubble "nothing, away and
accept that the process may be working on deeper levels of con-
sciousness.

When you are directed to perceive'the memory, the event," you may
connect with a specific occasion or with a memory of your prior,
unlimited experience. Always pull in clean energy as a final step.
Here's an example of how energy conversion works: you may per-
ceive a fear ofspeaking up in groups. Once you have bubbled that
away, you perceive the emotion of embarrassment associated with
that fear. After releasing both, you reconnect with the joy and
gratification you felt as a small child when sharing your experi-
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ences with other people. You then reclaim your pleasure in com-
municating and sharing yourself with others.

Once you are comfortable with the exercise as described, you can
experiment with deliberately depositing and then retrieving from
your Box a symbol for anything you believe may be interfering
with your prog:ress. Follow all the other instructions; the only dif-
ference is that you predetermine what to work with. For example,
if you suspect that unconscious fear of separating from the physi-
cal body is blocking your progress, place a symbol for this fear (a
magic carpet anchored to the ground?) into the Box and follow the
instructions to release it. 

.
This exercise is not a quick fix or one-shot panacea. Most self
imposed limits have many layers and will require repeated efforts.
But if you truly desire to transcend your limitations, it can greatly
facilitate your progress. Take heart from the many people who
report it to be among the most valuable exercises of the entire
series. Many use it daily to clear out current frustrations or disap-
pointments.

Discovery #$-Exploration, Sleep
Exploration, Sleep is based on the concept that sleep is a natu-
ral Gateway into other states of consciousness. It may be that,
whether or not we remember, our nonphysical consciousness pass-
es through this Gateway every night. The exercise helps you recall
this common, natural process in C-1 when you awake.

It is important not to hold expectations. Let them go. Relax.
Approach the exercise with a playful sense ofcuriosity and inter-
est. Just as you opened to the wonders of the physical world when
you were very young, be open now in the same way to nonphysical
experience. You may choose to add to the Affirmation a statement
such as, "I am wholly without expectations, and open to a1l expe-
rience that awaits me." During this exercise, questions such as,
"Am I starting to separate?" or "Is this what I'm supposed to be
feeling?" interfere with the process. There's plenty of time to
assess your experiences after the exercise. Simply go with whatev-
er happens and remember that you may perceive in many differ-
ent ways

The Hemi-Sync@ signals fade at the end of the exercise, Ieaving
you in natural sleep.

ii,
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Discovery #6-Free Flow 10
Free Flow 10 is an opportunity to pursue your own purpose with
all the tools learned so far. Up to this point, you have been creat-
ing your own experiences under the guidance of the instructions
on the exercise. Now you are your own guide. Seek only what you
really want to know, and be responsible for the knowing.
Whatever you receive becomes a part of you. Your beliefs, energ'y,
and attitude inlluence the intensity and the extent of your free
flow exploration. A sense of gratitude enhances communication
and union with sources outside your conscious boundaries.

If you have a particular purpose, write it down beforehand in a
succinct, straightforward mannerl hold it in your mind as you
begin, but remain open to whatever you experience. Expectations
of when and how guidance should come may block the very knowl-
edge you seek. You need not know the way to guidance. Choose
only to be guided. You may or may not "see" or "l1ear." Tingles or
twitches and intuitive cues can be equally enlightening. One
Gateway experiencer felt nothing but a cramp in the leg. The valu-
able insight that the object of attention was "cramping her style"
came only later.

Use repetitions of this exercise to "play'' with a particular tool:
your Affrrmation, Box, REBAL, etc. Each time you work with the

---
exercise, explore from a fresh perspective. Don't expect your expe-
rience to resemble anyone else's. Value your uniqueness. It's
alright to re-examine a previous experience, but do so with open-
ness rather than trying to recreate an identical situation'

In summary, enter the free flow with awareness, serenity, open-
ness, and enjoy!

Looking Ahead
Discovery is only the first step ofyour ongoing adventure with per-
sonal growth. Just as each Discouery exercise builds upon what
you have already learned, the entire Goteway Experience course
builds upon itself. As you proceed through the rest of the course,
feel free to repeat any earlier exercise when you feel moved to do
so. The results are cumulative. Your continuing explorations can
catapult you into higher levels of awareness.

Waue ll-Threshold is awaiting you with six sequential exercises,
each taking you to new, exciting destinations along your journey
of self-development. You'll learn powerful tools for controlling your
nonphysical energ'y, and you'Il use the high energy state of Focus
12 to rnake important differences in your life.
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Contact your local dealer or:
Hemi-Sync@
P.O. Box 505, Lovingston, Virginia 22949
434-263-8692 FAX:434-263-8699
Interstate@hemi-sync.com
www.hemi-sync.com

Frequently Asked Questions
Gateway Experience participants have routinely asked certain
questions over the years. We have included this "Question &
Answer" section to supplement and reinforce your Manual
instructions

Q: What should I do if I do not feel quite awahe and alert following
an excrcise?
A: There are several methods you can use to become more ground-
ed. Try one or more of the following: Slowly count from 10 to 1;
drink cool water; take a cold shower or splash cold water on your
face, neck and wrists. Weather permitting, you may want to walk
barefoot outdoors, taking deep breaths while releasing excess
energy through your feet; place your back against a tree and imag-
ine energy flowing from the top of your head to the branches
above, and from your feet to the tree's roots and down into the cen-
ter ofthe earth.

16

Qz What if I tend to fall asleep during an exercise?
A: Don't be discouraged. You are learning to maintain a balance
between deep relaxation and sleep. Ifyou fall asleep your subcon-
scious will still experience and benefit from the exercise, but the
following are some suggestions: Make sure you are rested before
doing the exercises (you may need to change the time of day you
work with the program). Splash water on your face and neck prior
to the exercise. Put a symbol for sleep in your Energy Conversion
Box. If these suggestions do not help, you may wish to try listening
to the exercises while in a seated position rather than while lying
down. Nole.' You may be "clicking-out." This is dffirent from sleep.
If you are clicking-out, you will haue the sense that no time has
possed when you return to conscious awareness. Once again, the
nxemory of your experience will be stored, euen though you haue no
recalL Clicking-out is a common experience that d,iminishes as you
progress.

Q: What if I'm not able or willing to do Resonant Tuning out loud?
A: It is important for you to participate in Resonant T\rning. Doing
so will help you perceive your nonphysical energy so you may
learn to control and use it. Resonant Tuning promotes an acceler-
ated gathering of your vibrational energ:y while reducing internal
dialogue. Your discomfort about vocalizing with the exercise will
eventually wane.

)
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Qz What if I can't remain on nxy back without getting restless?
A: You may wish to use ear buds so you can Iisten on your side or
stomach. Alternatively, try propping yourself up with pillows or
sitting in a comfortable chair.

QzWhat if I can't uisualize my REBAL?
A': Visualizing is only one way of perceiving. Some people are better
able to "feel" their REBAL by simply thinking of themselves sur-
rounded by and frlled with tingling bursts of energy. Others might
"hear" the crackle of energy or know intuitively that their REBAL is
in place. Frequent practice in "popping" your REBAL strengthens
your ability to do so in whatever way is most effective for you.

Qz I am aloare of a buzzing or pressure in my forehead and/or an
accelerqtion of my heartbeat. Is this normal?
A: These phenomena are common for some people in response to
the Hemi-Sync@ process. Remember, you are expanding your
awareness. You may, therefore, become more conscious of your
heartbeat, breathing, or other physical sensations. Many people
find such enhanced awareness a comforting link to physical reali-
ty that allows them to move more confrdently into other states of
consciousness. Ifyou continue to feel distracted, put your distrac-
tions into your Box. If you experience any discomfort, verify that
you have the volume just loud enough for you to hear the verbal
instructions.

18
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Ql How do I hnow if I'm in a particular Focus leuel or experiencing
what the exercise intends?
A: Suspend your expectations about Focus levels and trust that
your experiences in a given exercise are exactly as they should be
at the time. Everyone perceives the various Focus levels in their
own way. Similarly, no two individuals' experiences are alike.
Simply pay attention to subtle changes or feelings of movement
within your body and allow your experiences to unfold. Your expe-
riences may range from cosmic in nature to the mundane. Accept
what comes to you, without judgment, and continue to practice
with the assurance that all ofyour experiences are valuable. Ifthe
instructions described what your experience should be, you might
discount an experience because it was not mentioned even though
it was a meaningful event for you.

Q: Wtll Hemi-Syn@ become a crutch?
A: No, absolutely not. Hemi-Sync@ exercises are like training
wheels on a bicycle: wonderful for practice, but unnecessary as you
learn to ride far and free. In a way similar to biofeedback, you can
benefit from Hemi-Sync@ when not listening to an exercise. You
can learn to trigger a change in consciousness and obtain a desired
state by taking a deep breath and remembering the sensations
you had during an exercise. The more you practice this technique,
the easier and more effective it will become.

\
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Qz What should I do if the feeling of "heightened energy" mahes me
uncomfortable?
A: Your goal during these exercises is to perceive your nonphysical
energ:y so you can learn to control and use it. You might practice
working with your nonphysical energy from an objective "experi-
mental" frame of mind to ease your discomfort. Speed it up. Slow
it down. You are in control.

Q: What if I can't haue a.n out-of-body experience?
A: Don't despair. Please know that not everyone will have a con-
scious out-of-body experience. It takes a lot of practice for most,
and many of us have hidden fears that hold us back. AIso, if you
try too hard for an OBE, the intense effort can become the very
distraction that holds you back. Be nonchalant about OBEs. They
are just a small part of our programs for self-exploration and per-
sonal growth.

Q; When I am out of my body, can I help son'leone else hq.ue an
OBE?
A Participants have reported developing the ability to do this.
Experiment. You and another person might try patterning for syn-
chronicity in your OBEs.

Q: What does a nonphysical body looh like?
A The nonphysical body may be perceived as a ball ofenergy, a

20
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misty form, or a human shape. Typically, it will appear as some-
thing you are comfortable with.

Q; How cun I control an OBE?
A: If you set a goal before you begin, you won't need to decide what
to do once you are out. If an OBE happens spontaneously, remem-
ber that thoughts are actions in the nonphysical state. Experiment
with thinking of someone and contacting his/her energJ, rather
than arriving at a geographic destination. Any time you wish to
return, think ofrejoining your body and/or move a finger or toe.

Q: Is God appearing when I "see" a flood, of light during an exercise?
A: The perception of light suggests that your potential for non-
physical awareness is developing. Such light is widely reported by
explorers of higher consciousness and people who have had near-
death experiences. The light is often accompanied by feelings of
euphoria, a oneness with the Universe or a sense of overwhelming
love. A Buddhist might associate this experience with Buddha; a
Moslem, Allah or Mohammed; a Christian, Christ. We do not
endorse any particular interpretation or meaning; rather we
encourage you to frnd your own.

Q; How many times shauld I da anexercisebefore goingontothencrt?
A: This varies from person to person. You should become familiar
and comfortable with an exercise and allow your intuition to guide

21
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you as to when to move on. It isn't necessary to "master" an exercise
before progressing and you can always return for more practice.

Q: Would it be beneficial to combine mind-altering drugs with
Hemi-SynCo?
A: No. Hemi-S5mco exercises are desigrred so you may learn to con-
trol your states of consciousness. Drugs would simply interfere
with that control. Also, your rational ability to interpret and com-
prehend your experiences would be compromised by the use of
mind-altering substances.

Qt Would The Gateway Experience and Hemi-Sync@ process be
beneficial for indiuiduals who practige other meditatiue techniques?
A: Yes, absolutely. Many long-term meditators have indicated
that Hemi-Sync@ facilitates the ease with which they may obtain
a deep mefitative state and their ability to sustain that state. In
addition, The Gateway Experience is widely considered the pre-
eminent in-home program for developing, exploring and applying
expanded states ofawareness. Everyone can benefit from the tools
and guidelines provided.

Q: The Gateutay Experience changed my life. How ca.n I con-
uince a sheptic that the program is worth trying?
A: Without interest and desire, the discipline that leads to success
with any personal development program would be lacking. The
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GE training series can supply the tools and guidelines but partic-
ipants must have an openness and willingness to explore in order

il !o succeed. We suggest you allow your own personal growth toI inspire others while realizing that not everyone will be interested
il i" exploring expanded states ofawareness. That said, many ofour/ most enthusiastic GE participants were at one time skeptics. you

may wish to introduce others to the Hemisync@ pro.".. with a
more "mainstream" exercise, such as Cattwpper or Concentration,

Ql Can my children listen to The Gateway Experience?
A: That depends on the maturity of the child. Mury p"ru.rts have
reported good results using the Gateway Experience with chil-
dren. Use your own discretion for children *ho u"" 10 years or
older. We encourage parents to work with their children and to
monitor their progress.

rE-

9: W?t is the hissing or swishing sound I hear when listening to
Hemi-SynCe exercises?
A: The sound you are hearing is intentional. It is referred to as
"pink noise" or "pink sound." Technically, it is a random distribu_
tion of all the frequencies the human ear can hear and is provided
as a bed for the Hemi-Sync@ signals.

Q:Is o "cltching" sound normql?
A: No. If you hear sounds other than the hissing or swishing
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sounds described above, flrrst check your equipment to see if it
needs cleaning or repair. If you determine your Hemi-Sync@ prod-
uct is defective, return it to us for a free replacement.

Qz What is the difference between Hemi-Syn@ and hypnosis?
A: Hypnosis is commonly regarded as a process of being led into a
state of high suggestibility and a relinquishing of control to the
hypnotist. With Hemi-Sync@, you consciously control and direct
your own state of awareness. In this regard, Hemi-Syn@ has more
in common with self-hypnosis. However, the Hemi-Syn@ process
allows you to achieve the desired state more quickly and reliably.

Qz Do Hemt-Syn@ exercises contain subliminal messages?
A No. Hemi-Sync@ recordings contain no subliminal messages.
Occasionally, you will hear a verbal message at a very low volume
during a "sleep" period so as not to startle you. This, however, is
simply a repetition of previously heard information.

Q: Is ll important to haue the headphones on the correct ear, as
instructed on some of the exercises?
A: No. If you are using stereo equipment, the intended effect will
be achieved.

Recommended reading:

i;;rl"t'" out of rhe Bodv bv Roberr A. Monroe @oubteday,
(

{

Far J
This

ourneys by Robert A. Monroe @oubleday, 1 985)mesmerizing odyssey, written after a decade of intensiveresearch, takes you even farther beyond the known dimensionsof the physical universe. With great insight and wit, Monroeoffers new awareness into the untapped resources and limitlesspossibilities of the human mind.

Ultimate Journey by Robert A. Monroe , 1994)Ina (Doubleday
long-awaited sequel, Monroe explores the incrediblyrewarding opportunities that lie beyond the limits of the physi-cal world. Ht-'charts the rorrl.t' l,haI opens to us when we leavcour llh.ysir.irl livcs arrrl l.itkcs l;lro roiltlcr with lrim on nn cxhilrroxpnrrrls l,lrc lirnits
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Comments from Bob Monroe
regarding the Gateway Experience@
What can you expect from the Gateutay
Experience? As much or as little as you put
into it. The exercises provide you with a set
of tools-how you use them and what you do
with them is your responsibility. Some dis-
cover themselves for the first time, and thus
live more completely, more constructively.
Others reach levels of awareness so profound that only one such
experience is enough for a lifetime. Still others become seekers
after truth and add on-going adventure to their daily activity.

There is only one basis-that you seriously consider the
Gateway Affrrmation at the least a possibility: that you are
more than your physical body, that you can and do exist in
energ'y systems that are not limited to time-space, that you can
and do communicate with intelligence beyond your physical
consciousness--call it what you will.

2

The Gateway Affirmation
I am more than my physical body. Because I am more than phys-
ical matter, I deeply desire to Expand, to Experience; to Know,
to Understand; to Control, to Use such greater energies and
energy systems as may be beneflrcial and constructive to me and
to those near and close to me. AIso, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individ-
uals whose wisdom, development, and experience are equal or
greater than my own.

What Is Hemi-Sync@?
HemiSyn@ is a patented, scientifically and clinically proven audio-
guidance technology refrned with 50 years ofresearch. Researchers
learned that specifrc sound patterns could lead the brain to various
states of consciousness ranging from deep relaxation or sleep to
expanded awareness and other extraordinary states.

The audio-guidance process works through the generation of
complex, multilayered audio signals, which act together to create
a resonance that is reflected in unique brainwave fbrms charac-
teristic ofspecific states ofconsciousness. The result is a focused,
whole-brain state known as hemispheric synchronization, or
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Hemi-Sync@, where the left and right hemispheres are working
together in a state of coherence. Different Hemi-Sync@ signals
are used to facilitate deep relaxation, focused attention, or other
desired states. As an analogy, lasers produce focused, coherent
light. Hemi-Sync@ produces a focused, coherent mind, which is
an optimal condition for improving human performance.

Music, verbal guidance, or subtle sound effects are combined with
Hemi-Synco signals to strengthen their effectiveness. These record-
ings contain no subliminal messages. You are always in control.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Read

The Gateway Experience is a eytem of training in self-explo-
ration and personal deuelopment. It is not a form of psychotherapy,
philosophy, religion, or medical diagnosis/treqtnxent. It is a means
to acquire knowledge-the application and results thereof are sole-
ly the responsibility of the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not
intended to replace medical diagnosis and treatment. DO NOT
listen to Hemi-Sync@ while driving or operating heavy equip-
ment, or with other devices that may influence brain-wave activ-
ity. Ifyou have a tendency towards seizures, auditory disorders,
or adverse mental condition(s), DO NOT listen to Hemi-Sync@
without first consulting your physician. In the unlikely event

4

that you experience any unusual physical or mental discomfort,
immediately discontinue use.

ALL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICUI,AR PURPOSE, ARE DISCI,AIMED.

Wave Il-Threshold
Each Wave and each exercise of Gateway Experience builds
directly on preceding techniques and information. Use of. Threshold
exercises before having completed Discouery is not recommended.
As you work with this Wave, you may find il desirable to review the
Frequently Asked Questions in the Dlscouery manual.

FocusrM l2-Overview
The high energ"y state and expanded awareness of this focus level
enable you to become more conscious of inner resources and guid-
ance. As you continue to use what you learned in Focus 10, you
may well flrnd entirely new experiences.

Rarely is nonphysical energy perceived in the same way we per-
ceive in our physical waking state. Be receptive to subtle nuances
of kinesthetic, auditory, or visual experiences. You may sense a
"knowing," a telepathic comprehension that can be later translated
into words. With trust, patience, and practice, you will learn to per-
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ceive more clearly. Sometimes this happens slowly, step by step;
sometimes dramatically and suddenly, like water breaking
through a dam. Let go of preconceived notions about how these
exercises "should'unfold for you. Place them in your Box at the
beginning of an exercise or at any time they intrude. This opens
you to a fuller and richer range ofpossibilities in your exploration.

Wave II Exercises
Threshold #l-Introduction to Focus L2
Simply relax as you are guided from familiar Focus 10 to Focus 12,
and calmly observe any differences. Efforb and analysis are coun-
terproductive. With repeated experience, the distinctions become
more pronounced and you come fo appreciate Focus 12 as a pow-
erful and empowering state which readily lends itself to a wide
diversity of purposes.

Threshold #2-Problem Solving
Problem Solving begins yoru use of Focus 12 energy for its many
practical applications. Place your question or problem in the center
ofyour consciousness, however you perceive this. Then direct it out-
ward to your total awareness, release it, and wait for the response,

Answers sometimes come during the exercise, and may come in
many forms. Among other possibilities you may perceive symbols,

b

abstract images, or colors; "heay'' thoughts in your mind; sense
subtle changes in energy; experience chills, heat, or tingling;
notice shifts in your feelings or level of emotional arousal; or sud-
denly have a clear "knowing."

If answers do not come as you listen to the exercise, take it as an
invitation to heighten your sensitivities as you move through your
daily activities. Open your perception, for instance, to the conver-
sations ofothers, passages in books, synchronicities, and the mul-
titude of wondrous ways in which guidance may reveal itself.

Problem solving in l'ocus 12 is facilitated by the sincerity ofyour
desire to receive a response, the intensity ofyour emotion, and the
clarity ofyour questions. Expressing gratitude as you release your
question is also important. This acknowledges your trust in the
process and amplifies the entire exercise.

Threshold#3-One Month Patterning
One Month Patterning is very powerful for taking charge of your
life. Based on the principle that we becorne what we think, the ener-

ry of Focus 12 offers this process a speed and intensity in the mani-
festing ofthought not generally available in ordinary consciousness.
Think, feel or imagine the physical, mental or emotional pattern
you desire in your life. Just as you did in the previous exercise,
place it in the center of your consciousness and then release it. A
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sense of ease and detachment about the pattern lets you know
that you have, indeed, released it.

Be clear about what you want. For example, do you want a new house,
or to be happy where you live? To lose 10 pounds or to feel better about
yourselfl Pattern only in the present tense, for example, 'T am now
receiving..." Use'T'in your patterning statement and perceive yourself
as an active part ofthe pattern. Pattern only for yourself.

Be specific; the more detail in your pattern, the more likely you
are to get what you want. Ask only for what you really want,
because you'll probably get exactly what you ask for. Put emotion
and conviction into your practice to vitalize and strengthen your
intention. Then ask that your pat ern work only for the good of
your total self and simply let go of attachment to the result.

Although a pattern set in Focus 12 can be changed or canceled in
Focus 12, don't keep checking or changing it because of fear or
doubt. You wouldn't dig np a seed to see how it's growing, would
you? Start with small, reasonable patterns. If you pattern for $50
and prove to yourself it works, later patterns will come more easily.
Don't specify how your request will be fulfrlled. Let your total self
decide and direct the method. Though the exercise refers to "one-
month patterning," you can request that patterns be fulfilled in

any time frame: a week, a year, by your birthday, etc. Or simply
release the pattern to be fulflrlled in its own time.

Threshold #4-Color Breathing
Color Breathing uses the resonancc of colors to dcvelop your

ability in directing physical and nonphysical energy. Sound, vibra-
tion, and other sensations are as valid as visualization for the

mental perception of color. One man, blind since birth, experi-

enced different colors as having unique textures.

The exercise guides you through learning to use the following col-

ors: green for reducing excess or harmful emotional energy; red
for increasing physical strength, speed and coordination; purple
for restoring and normalizing your physical condition.

It's important to end this process each time you practice by per-

ceiving your body as well, whole and perfect' You won't want to
energize any condition less than the ideal. As you become familiar
with this technique, feel free to experiment with other colors and
to develop other purposes for yourself.

Threshold #S-Energy Bar Tool (EBT)
Energy Bar Tool is an extremely valuable and highly versatile
tool for gathering and directing nonphysical energies. History and
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mythology abound with "power sticks" that link human and spiri-
tual energies, ranging from the staff that Moses turned into a ser-
pent to the scepters that symbolize the power ofkings and queens
to the sabers of light that link the heroes of Star Wars to "The
Force." While moving through the exercise, focus on frnding or cre-
ating your own very personal EBT, one that shares your energy
and holds significance for you.

However vague your EBT may seem at first, continue practicing
and allow it to develop. Your hands may become your EBT, rather
than something external to you. You may sense the increasingly
charged vibration throughout your body, or as localized, or as mov-
ing and spreading as intensity builds. Your EBT may become a
roadway that leads you to further'explorations. It can be used as
a beacon to attract guidance or other intelligence, a vehicle for
space travel, or a comforting symbol of safety and security. The
forms and uses of your EBT are truly limitless. Practice and
experiment, knowing that its power is reciprocal: as you recharge
it, it recharges you. Keep your EBT where it is always available to
you and creatively use it in your daily life as well as in your Hemi-
Sync exercises. As with all the tools you learn in the Gateway
Experience, it's up to you to take it out of the tool box and use it.

Threshold #6 - Living Body Map (LBM)
Since maps are an objective representation ofterritory, the under-
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lying concept of the LBM supports the perspective and detachment
useful in healing. You have undoubtedly recognized how the pro-
gressive nature of The Gateway Experience uses previous learn-
ing as your adventure proceeds. In this exercise for inlluencing
physical body energy, you lcarn a new tool whilc using your EBT.

You are first verbally guided tn create a white mental outline
around your physical bodv. 'Ihis "mnp" roprosonts a composite of
your entire physical system. 'l'hen you <:hange the outline's color to
red, representing blood circulation; then blue for your nervous
system; yellow for thc org{rns ol'your glrtndular system; orange
for your muscle and bone stt'uct,unr. As thc cxcrcise proceeds, you
learn to use the LBM to idcnt,il'y whort hoaling cnergy is needed.
Then, with your EBT, you irr() grrirk'<l t,<l dircr:t purple healing
energy to those parts of yotrr phvsit'rrl lxxlv.

Remember that visualizing is ttol, ttclosr.{rtt'y lbr working with
energy. To "think" or feel or {Jcns(' rr t'olot' or itttrrgc is l.o r:rcate it.
As you follow the instructi<lns, r:ottHitlt't' llriu rrs rtn ollllorl,unity to
"play''with the shape and forrn <ll'yottt' l'lll'l'.'l'ho vcrlrnl gtridance
provides a structure, but yotr trt'r'tl ttol rrrlltct'r, lo il irr rr rigid fash-
ion. We encourage you to exllt'ritrrotrl rrtrrl lrr, r't'r,rrlivt' wil,h ull the
tools, to make them yours, to bt'opcrr lo lir,Hlr irrnipllrl rtlrotrt, what
works best for you.
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There is only one basis-thul yo" seriously consider the

Clt"*"v Affirmation at the least a possibility: that you are

;;;; ;dr" your phvsical bodv' that vou can and do exist in

""""", 
tr"ems that are not limited to time-space' that you can

and do communicat" *iift intelligence beyond your physical

consciousness--call it what you will'

The GatewaY Alfirmation
I am more than my pf'Vti*f body' Because I am more than phys-

ical matter, I deeply iesire to dxpand' to Experience; to Know'

to Und.erstand; to d;;;;i, to Use such greater energies and

2

Comments
Experience@regarding

provide

profound

expenence

from Bob Monroe
the GatewaY

expect from the GatewaYWhat can You
much or as little as You PutExperience2 As

you with a setinto it. The exercises
what you do

of tools-how You use them and
Some dis-with them is Your resPonsibilitY'

and thusfor the frrst time,cover themselves
more constructivelY.Iive more comPletelY,

that only one such
Others reach levels of awareness so

become seekersStill othersis enough for a lifetime
to their daily activitYand add on-going adventureafter truth

withoutHE with H

Coherent brainwave paftern-
enhancod whole-brain

lncoherent brainwave pattern
with limited

-561 02-933

63363 llll,lllll

The Gateway Expdrierice'is an in-home
training program for developing,.explciring
and applying expanddd states of aware-
ness. Exercises in.this series use spegihlly
blended HemFS.ync@ frequencies com-
bined with verb'al guidance and subtle
sound.effects Jo guide you.into focused,
.whole-brai n states of consciotsness-pro-
found states of expanded awdfehess.
While in s0ch states, one has a broader
range of perceptions avaitablb wittf whith to solve problems, develop creativity or obtain guidanc
ihe series is progressive in riature.Therefore, the albums (Waves l-Vll).muit be used sequentiall'

WAVE lll-Freedom
Enjoy Focus'" 10 and Focus 12 6xgrcis.es. developed speciflcally to make,the methods for per

ceiving and controlling your-nonphysical energy a comfoita'ble ahd. joyous experience. Ih
three CD olbum features si4 verbally gLtide'd excersises.

'Please.read: 
Hemi-Sync is a safe, time proven technology. flowever.if you hive a ienderuy towards

3eizures, audito'iy disorders, or advirse niental condition(s), do nit listen tb Hehi-Sync'withoLt first

confpfting your physician. ln the unlikely eveht you expeiiente any physical or mental discomfort, im-

mediately discontinue use. While many of.oui products crintributd to wellnest Ihey are not intended to

.replace inedical diagnosis and tieatment, All wanaDties whether expiess or implied, including wananties
'ofmerchantability 

and fitnds fo1 a paiiiculai purpose 4rd disclaimed. .. . '

'Forfurthef information contact local dealer or

'tlemi--Sync@ I P.O. Bok 505.i Lovingston VA 22949

(434) 263-8692. 0 lnterslate@Hemi-Sr7nc.com.r) www.Hem"i-Sync.com

o2019 llemi-Sync@

Made in the USA.Do not llsten to Hemi-Syntb products whiie driving
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energy systems as may be beneficial and constructive to me and
to those near and close to me. Also, I deeply desire the help and
cooperation, the assistance, the understanding of those individ-
uals whose wisdom, development, and experience are equal or
greater than my own.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Bead
The Goteuay Experience is a system of training in self-exploration
and. persorwl deuelopment. It is not a form of psychotherapy, phihso-
phy, religion, or medical diagnosi*/treatment. It is a means to acquire
h,nowledge-the applicatinn and results thereof are solely the responsi-
bility of the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not
intended to replace medical diagnosis and treatment. DO NOT lis-
ten to Hemi-Sync@ while driving or operating heavy equipment, or
with other devices that may influence brain-wave activity. If you
have a tendency towards seizures, auditory disorders, or adverse
mental condition(s), DO NOT listen to Hemi-Synco without first con-
sulting your physician. In the unlikely event that you experience any
unusual physical or mental discomfort, immediately discontinue use.

ALL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLIJD-
ING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICUI"AR PURPOSE, ARE DISCI,AIMED.

Wave Ill-Freedom
Each Wave and each exercise of Gateway Experience builds
directly on preceding techniques and information. Use of. Freedom
exercises before having completed Threshold is not recommended.

As you work with this Wave, you may find it helpful to review the
introduction and Frequently Asked Questions in the Discouery
manual.

About OBEs - Before beginning these exercises, take a moment to
conceptualize your experiences thus far in terms of Robert Monnoe's
Continuurrr of Consciousnessi. This continuum can be easily under-
stood by thinking of a radio diol; as you turn it, one station phases out
and sigaals from the next begin to emerge out of the static. ht's con-
sider a state of alert awaneness, with your total consciousness paying
attention to the present physical rcality, as one "statiort''on the dial.

When you find yourself wondering if you turned offthe stove before
leaving the house, you're momentarily 'tuning irt'' another station.
Daydreaming is yet another, as is the hypnogogic state on the border-
line between wakefu.Lress and sleep. C-1, FocusrM 10 and Focus 12 are
arbitrary labels for certain points along the continuum.
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As your daily life proves, you move back and forth along this contin-
uum all the time: you sleep, you wake, you daydream, etc. Hemi-
Syn@ helps you shift your attention to a particular "station" or state
of consciousness. And even when you are picking up a nonphysical
consciousness "station," you may retain awareness of your physical
body. One illustration of this is the classic out-of-body experience in
which you "see" your physical body from an outside position.

You may perceive your nonphysical consciousness as housed in a
"physical" body, as a sphere of light, as free-flowing energ'y, or...
There are no rules, no norms, no standards against which you
should measure your own experience.

As you become more and more proficient in experiencing your con-
sciousness as separate from the physical, the method ofperception
becomes quite unimportant and may change from OBE to OBE.

What remains important is: Any experience of your consciousness
separate from the physical body is an OBE, even though you may
retain some awareness of your body lying in bed, or your breathing,
heart beat, etc.

About Fear - Some people have a strong desire to go out-of-body
while at another level they are fightened at the prospect. You've

learned tools that can help deal with such fears. For example, put
them in your Box; add a calming, reassuring statement to your
Affrrmation; know that your REBAL comes with you and keeps you
safe and comfortable; let your EBT be a two-lane highway for car-
rying you away and returning you surely to your point of depar-
ture; repeat Discouery #4; with Threshold #2, ask for guidance on
how to best ease your fears.

Above aII, let go of any expectation that you will have a particular kind
ofexperience. T[ust your greater selfto know what is right for you and
reinforce that trust with a sense of gratitude for whatever experience
is awaiting you. Remember that you can always return safely to C-1
by simply "thinkingf'the number "l" and moving your fingers.

Practice - As you experiment with the different separation tech-
niques on these Waue III exercises, you may fiscover that one
works better for you. Or you may find energy building to sudden
separation as you are simply relaxing, allowing Hemi-Sync@ to
move you along the continuum. Then comes practice, more prac-
tice, and still more practice.

In the beginning stages of developing OBE proficiency, you may
find that thought becomes action; a passing thought about a person
or location may transport your nonphysical consciousness there.
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With more experience, you will gain greater control. At that point,
the adventure is totally up to you. You may choose to explore the
solar system, map the terrains between physical and nonphysical
experience, develop friendships with nonphysical entities, or sim-
ply fly over the nearest treetops. The possibilities are limited only
by who you are and how you wish to grow.

Wave III Exercises
Freedom#l-Lift Off
Center yourself in the "you" that is your nonphysical energy
rather than in your physical body, and practice until you are thor-
oughly familiar with the process. Surprisingly enough, you can
help yourself rise by "settling down." Think about how it feels to
go up in an elevator. Repeated practice gives you assurance that
you can return safely and easily and, once you know this, it is
quite easy to move farther than the exercise provides.

Freedom #Z-Remote Viewing
Remote Viewing guides you through three experiments using
your EBT to reach distant people and places with your awareness.
Listen to the exercise frrst while sitting up and without head-
phones to understand the required involvement of someone with
whom to verify the results. Distance is not a factor; the person can
be around the corner or thousands of miles away. Select a mutu-

ally convenient, specific, hour-long time period so you can make
notes before you contact the other person.

For the first experiment, have your associate write six numbers on
a card, place it inside a white envelope, and lay the envelope on a
cleared surface that you are familiar with in his/her home. For the
second, have the person place a white cotton ball in another loca-
tion you are familiar with. Ensure that the envelope and cotton
ball will be standing alone, and that 1'ou are not informed ahead
of time where they will be located. In the third experiment you
send a message to your associate, noting where he/she is and what
he/she is doing.

As you perform the experiment, notice how your perceptions work.
Are you more apt to sense shapes, colors, or textures? What leads
you to describe the things you perceive in the way that you do?
What is your emotional experience as you are remote viewing?
Integrate remote viewing into your daily life as you continue to
practice these techniques. Allow your total self to 'play'' with and
modify them. Over time, your capabilities will develop and
strengthen. Remember, there is no failure in developing psychic
abilities. Learning what does not work for you is equally valuable
for your progress.
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Freedom #3-Vectors
Veetors uses your REBAL to give you practice in going and
returning with a sense of direction. While perception involving
nonphysical energ'y is not limited to ordinary notions about space,
using your physical body as a reference point is a good way to
learn to establish control over your movements.

You are asked to imagine a clock face, with 12 always just above
the top of your head. You frrst learn to extend your perception
around the face of the clock in a two-dimensional, vertical plane,
with 3 being outside your left hip, 9 outside the right, and 6 just
below your feet. In the next part of the exercise, you rotate the
clock face so that 3 is in front of yqur hips and 9 is behind. The
instructions lead you in exploring three-dimensional space.

Notice the feelings associated with perceiving beyond your physi-
cal body. Detect any interesting or unusual features ofa particular
vector, or changes in awareness associated with changes of posi-
tion on the clock. You may find one vector especially stimulating,
even a source of information. As always, make these techniques
your own; experiment with them; establish and practice with addi
tional reference points.

The more you repeat this exercise, the more proficient you become

I

in controlling movement. Eventually, you will be able to use this
learning in all your explorations.

Freedom#4-Five Questions
Five Questions leads you in asking: Who am I? Where and who
was I before I entered this physical existence? What is my purpose
for this existence in physical matter reality? What action can I now
take to serve this purpose best? What is the most important mes-
sage I can receive and understand at this point in my existence?

You may find it useful to review the commentsfor Threshold #2to
remind you that the answers you receive may not be verbal and
may come at a later time. Keep in mind the various perceptual
methods you have been experiencing and open your awareness to
kinesthetic sensations, emotions, a sense of "knowing," or images.
Whether the responses come from your total self or from an exter-
nal source, it's up to you to translate this nonverbal communication
into words or visual representations that hold meaning for you.

These questions are only a beginning. As you continue to practice
this exercise you can substitute your own and repeat any question
for clarilication or fuller understanding. Ask what you really want
to know, infuse your questions with this desire, and express grat-
itude for the guidance you will receive.
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Freedom #E-Energy Food
Energy Food teaches you a method for restoring depleted energy
in C-1; it is an encoding of the process rather than actual applica-
tion. To know whether the encoding is accomplished or whether to
repeat the exercise, use the method shorbly after each time you lis-
ten to the exercise. Ifyou feel more energized, you have achieved
proficiency with another valuable tool for use in your daily life.
Then move on to the next exercise.

Freedom #6-First Stage Separation
First Stage Separation builds on previous exercises to take you
farther in consciously controlling your nonphysical energy.
Practicing five different methods of dissociation from your physi-
cal body provides the opportunity to discover that one is more com-
fortable for you, or to experiment with combining two or more of
these methods. With each one, you can return to the physical body
by using the "Return to C-1" encoding.

Log-rolling - Focus on rotating and rolling the nonphysical ener-
gy within your physical body as if an axis runs through your body
from your head to your feet. When you sense a release of "surface
tension" between your physical and nonphysical energies and you
are rotating freely, stop the focus on rolling and allow it to contin-
ue. Once the "out-of-phasd' condition is comfortably established,

you simply turn over and move outward. Reorientation can be eas-
ily accomplished by rotating until your nonphysical energy is in
alignment with the physical. You may perceive something akin to
a little "c1ick," and you are reintegrated.

Pole - Using your feet as a pivotal point, you are directed to move
your nonphysical energy slowly up and out, head first, until you are
in an upright position. When your energy feet are the only point of
contact, intent is suffrcient to accomplish complete separation.

Backing away is simply that: you slowly back out and away from
your physical body. Once this is achieved, you can turn away and
practice directing your movement with the techniques from the
Vectors exercise.

Flowing involves sending out your nonphysical energies through
the top of your head in the form of a cloud or fog or thin spray of
gas. Once separated, this often reforms quite naturally into a
replica of your physical body. You can then 'Jet'' away on your
EBT, float off inside your REBAL, practice with your vectors, or
use any of the other tools you have learned.

Floating involves an emotional association with the concept of
floating or soaring. As you contemplate how pleasant it would be
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to float upward, like a cloud or a kite, your nonphysical energy
responds to this emotional wish. Once separation is achieved, you
can gradually diminish the emotion so other parts of your total self
can direct your experience.

Repeated practice in a relaxed state, without expectations, is the
best way to achieve comfort and confidence in your ability to sep-
arate and return easily and surely. Think of learning to walk.
When your first attempt to stand erect as a child ended with a
plop to the floor, did you give up and decide to spend the rest of
your life crawling? Of course not!

Looking Ahead
Waue lV-Aduenture is ready for you as soon as you are ready for
more adventuring. You'll delve into additional applications and
development of your skills as you enjoy exciting experiences of
sending and receiving nonverbal communications (NVC).

Contact your local dealer or:
Hemi-Sync@
P.O. Box 505, Lovingston, Virginia 22949
434-263-8692 FAX:434-263-8699
Interstate@Hemi-Sync.com
www.Hemi-Sync.com
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Wave lV-Adventure
Use of these exercises before completing all previous waves of The
Gateway Experience@ is not recommended.

Discouery helped you build a strong, comfortable foundation for
nonphysical exploration in FocusrM lO. Threshold taught you
more tools for directing and controlling nonphysical energy in the
energ:y state of Focus 12. Freedom provided you with practice in
separating your nonphysical from your physical body.

Aduenture offers you personal direction and control ofnew experi-
ences, new ideas, new capabilities, and new exciting exploration.
As you work with this Wave, you may find it helpful to review the
introduction and Frequently Asked Questions in the Discouery
manual.

Wave IV Exercises
Adventure #1- One Year Patterning
One Year Patterning requires your thoughtful prior considera-
tion about exactly how and what you desire to be in one year's
time. Use the same guidelines given for Threshold #Bas you follow
the same process. The differences are the longer time frame and,
more importantly, your increased knowledge of your ability to use
the power of expanded consciousness. Be sure you really want

4

what you pattern for, pattern strongly, and let it go with trust and
confidence and gratitude.

Adventure #2-Five Messages
Five Messages requires no prior action except, as usual, to
approach the exercise with openness, gratitude, and a sensitivity
to your perceptions of any nature. Wait until after to analyze and
interpret your messages. Such "left brain" functions interfere with
your synchronized Focus 12 state. Review the guidelines for
Threshold #2 and. Freedom #4 for additional suggestions.

Adventure #3-Free Flow L2
After introducing you to a'treacon guidepost" as your personal ref-
erence point, this exercise supports planned, systematic explo-
rations wherever you desire. Deciding on a purpose (or destina-
tion) before you begin helps you avoid drifting into a sleep or
dream state. Seek information or guidance you desire, and express
gratitude for what you receive. As you repeat the exercise again
and again, extend the scope ofyourjourneys.

During these self-directed adventures, experiment creatively with
any and all of the methods you have learned. Remember: these
valuable tools cannot serve you unless you take them out ofyour
mental tool box and use them. Roam far and free in perfect com-
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fort, knowing that you will safely and surely return to C-1.

Adventure #4-NVC I
Nonverbal Comrnunication (NVC) is not what we commonly
understand as body language, but rather a primary method of
interaction in and among different realities and energy systems.
It is total expression, occuring within the mind and in mind-to-
mind exchanges. You have encountered NVC in previous
Gateway Experience exercises and in the dream state: vibra-
tions, light, action, emotion are a few examples. Begin to build
your NVC "vocabulary''with these and other nonphysical percep-
tions, together with new meanings for familiar perceptions.
Experiment with all your Gatewpt Experience tools and meth-
ods of perception and practice repeatedly to develop confrdence in
your NVC ability.

Adventure #5-NVC II
Further practice to develop your NVC vocabulary leads to commu-
nicating your Affirmation nonverbally. Then you use your expand-
ed awareness to receive NVC from others. The more you strength-
en your NVC ability, the better you will learn from your Gateway
experiences. Practice counts.

Adventure #G-Cornpoint 12
Compoint, an abbreviation for communications point, is a location
you establish along the continuum of consciousness. Actively
engage in creating an environment that invites communication.
Some examples could be a high tech computer station to receive
input from the mainframe, a lush garden with comfortable bench-
es overlooking a tranquil pond, or acozy log cabin with overstuffed
chairs for cherished conversation with dear friends. Let it be
appropriate for you.

Your growinC NIVC skills enable you to use the compoint to gather
information, encounter other energy systems, or simply observe.
You develop more NVC vocabulary for reaching out, greeting, say-
ing goodbye and expressing gratitude. Because you can go to your
compoint easily and surely whenever you wish, it can serve as a
convenient rendezvous with your nonphysical friends.

Looking Ahead
Waue V-Exploring is awaiting you when you are ready to contin-
ue your explorations. From the now familiar state ofFocus 12, you
will be introduced to Focus 15, the "no time" state - the state of
simply being. Here, far beyond your five physical senses, you can
connect with the source of your intuition without verbal guidance.
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Understand; to Control, to Use such greater energies and energy
systems as may be benefrcial and constructive to me and to those
near and close to me. Also, I deeply desire the help and coopera-
tion, the assistance, the understanding ofthose individuals whose
wisdom, development, and experience are equal or greater than
my own.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Read
The Goteway Experience is a system of training in self-exploration
and personal deuelopment. It is rct a form of psychotherapy, philosophy,
religion, or med,ical d,iognosis / treatment. It is a nleans to acquire hrwwl-
edge-the application and results thereof are solely the responsibility of
the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not intend-
ed to replace medical diagnosis and treatment. DO NOT listen to
HemiSync@ while driving or operating heavy equipment, or with other
devices that may influence brain-wave activity. If you have a tendency
towards seizures, auditory disorders, or adverse mental condition(s),
DO NOT listen to Hemi-Sync@ without first consulting your physician.
In the unlikely event that you experience any unusual physical or men-
tal discomfort, immediately discontinue use.

AIL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUD.
ING WARRANTIES OF MERC}IANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICUI"AR PURPOSE, ARE DISCI,AIMED.

3

Wave V-Exploring
In Wave V, you will be reacquainted with Focus 12, the state of
expanded awareness. You will then have the opportunity to
enhance your intuitive abilities with two additional Focus 12 exer-
cises. These exercises will help you connect to the feeling or feel-
ings associated with an intuitive knowing. They can assist you in
identifying and overcoming limiting beliefs or obstacles which
may prevent you from knowing and trusting your intuitive self.

Focus 12 is an ideal springboard for exploring higher states ofcon-
sciousness. From this now familiar state, you will be introduced to
Focus 15, the "no time" state-the state of simply being. Hemi-
Synco signals will assist you as you expand your consciousness far
beyond the limitations of your five physical senses and connect
with the source of your intuition. Following your introduction, you
will have the opportunity to experience Focus 15 as a powerful
state of creation and manifestation before moving on to the culmi-
nation of Wave V, a free flow Focus 15 exercise. This free flow
experience will provide you with an ideal inner landscape for fur-
ther exploration of this extraordinary state.

We suggest you practice the verbal cues you learn in Wave V so
you can repeat your experiences without listening to the exercises.
The more you do this, the easier it will become.

4
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We appreciate your dedication to personal growth and thank you
for your continued support of the Gateway Experience. As
always, we urge you to keep a journal of your explorations. We
invite you to share your Wave V experiences and would be delight-
ed to hear from you.

Wave V Exercises
Exploring #l-Advanced Focus 12
Focus 12, the state of expanded awareness, can serve as an ideal
springboard for expanded explorations. In this exercise you will
return to Focus 12 to strengthen and reinforce your familiarity
with this valuable state. You are free to explore. You may use this
opportunity to perceive with your nonphysical senses, to establish
new patterns for your life or to reopen channels of communica-
tions with your nonphysical friends. Practice your nonverbal com-
munication skills by grving and receiving information.

Exploring #2-Discovering Intuition
In Exercise 2 you will be guided to use the Focus 12 state of
expanded awareness as a natural foundation for enhancing your
intuitive abilities. You wiII learn to connect to the feeling or feel-
ings associated with an intuitive knowing. This feeling is your own
unique and personal marker of your intuition in action. You will
also learn a verbal cue that you might use whenever you desire to

5

know something with great clarity. The more you exercise your
intuitive abilities, the more you will come to rely upon and trust
this innate part of who you truly are.

Exploring #&-Exploring Intuition
Exercise 3 affords you the opportunity to use the Focus 12 state
for further exploration of your intuitive abilities. Hemi-Sync@ sig-

nals will assist you as you expand yottr consciousness far beyond
the limitations of the five physical senses. Be prepared to express
your intent to understand and know more fully who you are as an
intuitive being as you connect with the source of your intuition.
Ask for help in identifying any limiting beliefs or obstacles which
may prevent you from knowing and trusting your intuitive self.
You may then express your intent to release these limiting
thoughts and beliefs. Be sure to express your gratitude for the
trust and confidence you have gained in your intuitive self before
returning to physical waking consciousness.

Exploring #4-Intro to Focus 15
From the now familiar Focus 12 you will be guided into another
state of being, Focus 15, the state of "no time," where time does not
exist for you. You can move into Focus 15 and return easily
because your energ'y body is not limited or controlled by time and
space. To enhance your familiarity with the state of "no time," you
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will return to Focus 12 and then be guided back to Focus 15 before
returning to full waking consciousness.

Exploring #5-Mission 15 Creation and Manifestation
Focus 15 is a state of stillness, a state of simply being. In Exercise
5, you will explore Focus 15 as a powerful state of creation and
manifestation. From within the energy of Focus 15 you will be able
to access the "AIl That Is" and know that your creative abilities
are put into action through your intention. You will also learn a
verbal cue that you may use whenever you desire to create a
change or manifest what is needed in your life.

Exploring #6 - Exploring Focrrs 15
By now you should be familiar with the stillness of Focus 15-the
"no time" state-the state of simply being. Exercise 6, the culmi-
nation of Wave V, presents you with a free flow opportunity for
further exploration of this extraordinary state. You are given free
rein to explore the nature of intuition, to experience the creative
energ"y within you, or to commune with your true essence for guid-
ance and inspiration.

Looking Ahead
Waue Vl-Odyssey (A Journey to Focus 21) guides you into an
odyssey of self-discouery. Waue V/features high-adventure exer-

7

cises in Focus 21 (the bridge to other energy systems). Explore
realms of awareness that defy description in dimensions beyond
physical time-space reality in this episode of The Gateway
Experience.

Contact your local dealer or:
Hemi-Synco
P.O. Box 505
Lovingston, Virginia 22949
434-263-8692
FAX: 434-263-8699
Interstate@hemi-sync.com
www.hemi-sync.com
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and close to me. AIso, I deeply desire the help and cooperation, the
assistance, the understanding of those individuals whose wisdom,
development, and experience are equal or greater than my own.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Read
The Gateway Experience is a system of training in self-exploration
and personal deuelopment. It is not a form of psychotherapy, philoso-
phy, religion, or medical diagnosis/treatment. It is a means to acquire
hnowledge-the application and results thereof are solely the responsi-
bility of the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not
intended to replace medical diagnosis and treatment. DO NOT lis-
ten to Hemi-Sync@ while driving or operating heavy equipment, or
with other devices that may influence brain-wave activity. If you
have a tendency towards seizures, auditory disordqrs, or adverse
mental condition(s), DO NOT listen to Hemi-Sync@ without first
consulting your physician. In the unlikely event that you experience
any unusual physical or mental discomfort, immediately discontin-
ue use. ALL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FIT-
NESS FOR A PARTICUI"AR PURPOSE, ARE DISCI"AIMED.

Wave VI - Odyssey
In 1957 Robert Monroe began having out-of-body experiences that
altered his life forever. The first of his OBEs initiated a long series

3

of explorations into the limitlessness of human consciousness. The
documentation of these first experiences became what is now
known as the "classic OBE," in which a person actually sees his/her
body and perceives hisflrer consciousness as clearly separate from
the physical body.

Although Bob's experiences were both dramatic and life changing,
it soon became apparent that the OBE phenomenon was just the
tip of the iceberg. As he grew more comfortable in exploring altered
states of consciousness, Bob realized that his experiences in other
locales (the physical world around us) had served to trigger his
innate curiosity. His keen sense of the rational and his curious
nature would subsequently give birth to a more complete under-
standing of his OBE adventures.

In time, Bob's explorations developed a level of maturity that
required the coining of a new term to more accurately describe his
experiences. He had come to understand that "outer space" and
"inner space" are one; therefore, the concept of going "out ofbody"
no longer applied. In practice, Bob had learned that he could project
a portion of his consciousness "there" while retaining a portion of
consciousness within the physical body. His discovery meant that con-
sciousness transcended the physical boundaries of time and space.
Thus, the term "out of body" was simply too limiting. "Phasing" is the
term he introduced to encompass these new rea-Lizations.
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All of us know the meaning of phasing through personal experi-
ence. We merely take the phenomenon for granted. For example, as
you continue to read you might become aware of the position of
your physical body. You may simultaneously be aware of your sur-
roundings, including such variables as room temperature, sounds
and smells, even the intensity of available light. Perhaps you are
even thinking about what you will experience as you listen to Wave
VI exercises-all while you are reading and integrating the words
on this page. Your ability to do so is simply your consciousness
phasing in and out of multiple levels of awareness.

Your consciousness can and does operate simultaneously in multiple
levels of awareness. It may be directed toward the past, the present,
or the future. It may be focused in this reality or others. You alone
are responsible for how you choose to focus your conscious aware-
ness. The concept of phosing one's consciousness cqn explain all para-
normal or psychic phenomena front Lucid Dreaming or Rernote
Viewing to Near Deq,th Experiences. Your ability to phase is so inher-
ent that it may have escaped your notice, yet the potential applica-
tions for this remarkable ability are far-reaching.

The purpose of Wave VI is to assist you in applying this natural
ability. The beginning exercises take place in Focus 12, a state of
expanded awareness. These exercises are designed and scripted
directly from Bob's original explorations in what he then called the
out-of-body state. In the process of working with these exercises,

you will become familiar with the "second body." The second body
(also referred to as the energy body) is actually the field of energy
that surrounds the physical body.

With practice, you will learn how to expand your energ'y body, moving
it progressively away from the location of your physical body. You will
remember how to manipulate and control your energy body through
the projection (or phasing) of your consciousness. After you become
familiar with the vibrations of your second body, you will have the
opportunity to explore the far reaches ofphysical reality.

Tfust that your experiences are exactly as they should be for you at the
time. Your heartfelt appreciation is an appropriate means to acknowl-
edge any assistance given you. It is, therefore, recommended that you
take time to express your gratitude following each exercise.

The final exercises of Wave VI are designed to guide you beyond the
boundaries of physical reality. You will journey beyond the bridge
that connects physical time-space reality with other dimensions
and other levels ofawareness. Focus 21 is the bridge to other states
of expanded awareness. At this point, you will be a true explorer,
moving into realms of awareness we will not attempt to specify
here. Indeed, such realms are often indescribable. Those who have
traveled this path frequently return to physical reality with few, if
any, words to recount their experiences. As Bob would say, "Now
that you have the tools, find out for yourself."
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Bob was also fond of saying "Only you can change you." It is the sig-

nificance and meaning- that you give to your experiences that will
help you achieve personal growth, Tlust yourself throughout these

"*"r.iru. 
and know that a greater part ofyou is always there to help

and assist you.

It is important that you experience each exercise in succession,

buitding directly on the tools and techniques learned in the previ-

ous exercise. The goal is to practice what you learn so you can

repeat the experience effectively without listening to the exercise'

Tlie more you do this, the easier it will become.

Use your intentions and willingness to explore to assist you in tran-
sceniing limiting beliefs. It is our hope that you might come to know
you are more than your physical body.

We appreciate your dedication to personal growth and thank you for
your continued support of the Gateway Experience. As always, we

trrge you to keep a journal of yow explorations.

Wave VI Exercises
Odyssey l-Sensing
Exercise-1 wiII reacquaint you with Focus 12. While in Focus 12,

you will be introduced to your energy body-(second body) as a freld
lf 

".r"*gy 
surrounding your physical body. You may equatg this sec-

ond body to the life force that animates the physical body or you

may choose to refer to it as your etheric body, subtle body, or light
body. Call it what you will, this energy freld is the same, vibrating
and alive-an extension of your physical body. Exercise 1 will
assist you in learning to control your energy body.

Odyssey 2-Expansion
Exercise 2 will enable you to begin a greater exploration through
the expansion of your energ:y body in Focus 12. This is accom-
plished by speeding up the vibrations in your energy body and
expanding it outward, like a large bubble surrounding your physi-
cal body. Once fully expanded, you will move your awareness
toward the far reaches ofyour energy body; becoming lighter as you
move farther from the confines of your physical body.

Odyssey 8-Point of Departure
With practice, you will have become comfortable and proficient in
moving your consciousness within an expanded energy body. Now
you are ready for take-off. Once again you will be led to Focus 12,
where you will move your consciousness into your energy body and
rotate it 180 degrees. This technique may seem familiar from ear-
lier exercises inthe The Gateway Experience. This exercise, how-
ever, has a very different starting point-your energy body-which
is vibrating at a very high speed. The rotation may also seem dif-
ferent. For some, the experience may appear to be like a very slow
movement in time and space; for others, a shift in awareness, like
having eyes in the back of your head. You may actually see your

I
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own body. It is best to suspend expectations. Whatever your expe-
rience, your goal during Exercise 3 is to project your consciousness
out of phase with your physical body.

If you haue dfficulty with thi* etrerclse, don't despair. Please hrww that rnt
eueryone will haue a conscinus out-of-body expericnce. It tahes a lot of prac-
tice for most, and many of w haue hidden fears thnt hold us borh. Also, if
you try too hard for an. OBE, the intense effort can becorne the uery distro.c-
ti.on that halds you back. TYy to be rnnchalant about OBEs. Tha are just
a small part of the process of self-explaration and personal growth.

Odyssey 4-Nonphysical Friends
We encourage all who participate in our in-home programs to be
open to the idea of asking for and receiving assistance. Our enthusi-
asm for doing so originates from our early experiences with the
Explorer sessions. During these sessions, it became apparent that
our Explorers were not alone; rather, they had an abundance ofhelp.
"Helpers in energetic form" would typically position themselves two
on each side of the Explorer. These helpers might assist the Explorer
in leaving his/her physical body or contribute otherwise with the pur-
pose of a session. The particulars of how these nonphysical friends
were helping were not always obvious, but their benevolent inten-
tions were remarkably clear. Who are these nonphysical friends? We
prefer that you decide for yourself. Exercise 4 is designed so you
might establish trust through direct personal contact.

Odyssey 5-Intro to Focus 2l
Exercise 5 may be your first consciotrs r,x1x.r'iorr<rr in l,ix:us 21 (the
bridge to other energy systoms). Itlcus 2l is rrrr t'xl,rnortlinary state of
awareness that was previouslv rcst,rvtrl lirr t,lrc lrrsl il,rrt,c's rcsidcntial
programs. As you relax into this cxo'cisr', s1x'r,irrlizrrl lk,rni-SynCD sig-
nals and verbal guidance will lcixl yotr l,o l,ix,rrg ll l. Orrrcf ully observe
the subtle changes in vibrati<lns or. li't'lirrgs ol'rrrovr,rrrt'rrt within your
body as you are verbally guidrrl fi'orn l,ixrrrr l 2 t o l,ix'trs 2 l, transition-
ing through the various stat,t's of'rrrrrsr,iorrsrrr,ls rrn yorl r:h<xlsc.

Odyssey 6 - Free Flow Jour.rrcy in l,lrcrrs 2l
This exercise is thc culnrinrrt.iorr ol'rrll yorrr prr,viorrs worl< and is
brand-new territory for yotrr t,xpkrrrrliorr. Agrrirr, rrlrryirrg lixrrrscd und
aware is important. Ylu will rrrovr, l,o l,ix'rrs l.l I rlir,r,r,l lv lirrrn 12 by
simply projecting your <xrns<,ioltsn(,sH rrrrrl ;lrrirlrrrrcr, lo llrc light of
Focus 21. Therc, yotr will on<:c rrgrrin lrr.r'rrcorrrrr;r,r,rl lo rrsh lirr rtssis-
tance and guidan<:o I'r<lrn (.lroso wlrosr, wir.ulorrr, rk'vr,loprrrr,nt,, irnd
experience are r:qual kr <lr grcrrlr,r. llrrrrr yorrl owrr. No rrrrrll.r,r h<lw
many times you participrrtn in l.his 1'y1,11,is1,, yorr wrll rrr,vr,r r,xhrrust
its limitless possibilitics lirr rir:lr nrrtl rrlrrrrrrlrrrrlly rr'wrrr.rlirrH jorrr,ncys.

Looking Ahead
Waue Wl-Voyoger', rck,*rsc<l irr 2Ol!), rrwrrilH yr)u lrr rrrn)1 1H yoq
feel ready to move on.

HemiSyncoa l'.(). lkrx 501-r ) l,ovirrllnlon, Vn :t:tl),ll)
434-263-8692 | Interstate(rr)lrcrni-synt'.rrrrrr I www.lrlrru ,rylr,,(\)pl
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Use your intentions and willingness to explore to assist you in tran-
scending limiting beliefs. It is our hope that you might come to know
you are more than your physical body.

We appreciate your dedication to personal growth and thank you for
your continued support of I'he Gateway Experience. As always,
we urge you to keep a journal of your explorations.

Wave VII Exercises
Voyager l-Explore Total Self
The purpose of this exercise is to gain a better understanding of
your Total Self. You will explore your purpose for living this physi-
cal life with the help of your Inner Helper-the one who is your clos-
est friend and ally, who knows and understands you better than you
realize.

You will be guided to Focus 21, the bridge to other reality systems.
From here you will connect with your Inner Helper, establishing
communication so that you may ask a series of questions and
receive information regarding your Earth life.

Voyager 2-Intro to Focus 23
This may be your first conscious experience in Focus 23, the transi-
tional reality of those who have just completed a physical life, but
are somehow unable to move on.

You will be instructed to move to Focus 21 by the method you have
learned. As you relax into this exercise, spccial Hemi-SyncF, signals
and verbal guidance will lead you to Focus 23. Carefully observe the
subtle changes in vibrations or feelings of movement within your
body as you move to Focus 23, transitioning through the various
states ofconsciousness as you choose.

Once in Focus 23, you will be instructecl to observe and perceive the
various beings and their states of consciousness. They may exhibit
emotions of bewilderment, shock, and confusion. You will remain
calm and confident as you are always in full control.

Become familiar with all you observe, as this is the point of the
many you can help. However, you will only be an observer and are
not to engage with any of these beings at lhis time. If approached by
someone, simply offer love and ask their guides to help them. You
will have the opportunity to return to this area and be ofassistance
in Exercise 5.

Voyager 3-Intro to Focus 25
In this exercise, you will be introduced to Focus 25, the belief system
territories. This area is occupied by groups ofnon-physical humans
who have, through thousands of years, accepted and subscribed to
various premises and concepts.

You are instructed to move to Focus 23 on your own; from there, you
will be verbally guided to Focus 25. This region contains all human
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It is designed to ease the trauma and shock of the transition out of
physicai environments for the mariy different new arrivals.

belief systems, and you are to observe without participation.

You may encounter those you know, but you are only a visitor here
to observe, remember, and take the memory with you. Keep in mind
beliefs are simply tools we use in constructing reality, using them to
limit certain areas and to expand others.

Voyager 4-Intro to Focus 27
This is your introduction to Focus 27, the reception center between
physical lives. This area was created as a way station, a familiar
place to relax, meet with others, ask for help, communicate and con-
sult with others.

Through the assistance of counselors, the newly anived can become
calm and rational. Eventually the next goal along the path is decid-
ed, and the visitor is directed away from the Reception Center to
begin a new path to achievement, whatever that may be.

You are only a visitor here, as you are still in physical matter reali-
ty. This is a vast area, so be open to other perceptions other than
visual, such as impressions, feelings, sensing, knowing, etc. You are
instructed to just explore, as you find or create your own special
place that you can visit again during your regular sleep. A place
where you can meet with friends and those you love. This is also the

7

region where you will return in Exercise 5 to assist those stuck in
Focus 23.

Voyager F-Retrieval
This exercise is designed to teach you how to assist those in Focus
23. You will first be instructed to move to Focus 27 to ask for help
in making a "rescue run." Suspend the skeptical, critical, and ana-
lytical left-brain part of yourself during this exercise, so that you
may be free to fully experience and explore. Be open to the many
ways in which information and communication may be perceived
beyond the five physical senses.

You may have a visual impression of the guidance available, or you
may not. Look for subtleties, such as:

' A "lightening" in the energy around you
' You may feel suddenly warmer or cooler in your body

temperature
'Aflashofcolor. Your heart rate might accelerate. You mayjust "sense" that there is a presence around you
' You could feel a tingling in your hands, arms or feet
' A rush ofenergy throughout your body
' A chill like goosebumps on your neck or arms
' You may sense the feeling of a cool breeze moving across youl'

face or the top ofyour hands
' A little flutter on your cheek, like the trail of :r btrt,t,crrllv wirr1.1

' Or maybe just a "knowingl' that guidancc is tJrt.rc lill yorr
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The important thing is that whether you perceive its presence in
some form or not, you proceed here with the assumption that it is,
indeed, there with you, because you know from all your experiences
that it is.

Once you have your helper, you will then move back to Focus 23 and
select a newly arrived person to escort to the Reception Center in
Focus 27.

You will have the opportunity to converse with the newcomer before
asking your helper to move that person to someone who can provide
the best assistance. Be open to impressions you may receive, such as
the name of a person that may come to you. Instead of dismissing it,
develop further impressions to build on. Just flow with it. In your
mind you may ask for verification of the name, ask how they are,
how did they get there, or what happened to them. Simply allow
vague initial impressions to develop more fully into things you can
follow up on. Just relax into this and remember you are well-quali-
fied and have much help as you move in this new phase of learning
and experiencing.

You will then be guided back through the various levels to full wak-
ing consciousness. Use this exercise as much as you like to provide
assistance to those in Focus 23.

Voyager G-Messages Fr:nm Beyond
The final exercise in this sor:ics is not as structurcd as all previous
exercises. There is no form:rl proparatory process or count up/down.
With limited verbal guidanr:c, it acls as m<lrc of a frce-flow, with a
few visual suggestions and qucstions to poso. The Hemi-Sync@ fre-
quencies will take you inl,o thc llocus 27 st:rtc' where you will
encounter your loved ones, or other krving bcings. From here you
will seiect the one you wish t<l conrnrtrnicatc wit,h, irs you ask for and
send messagcs.

Looking Ahead
Wque VIII-Un ion is ready for you ils s(x)n ils yorr ilre rczrdy for more
adventuring. lixplore other possibilities in thc inlinite space of
Focus 27, plus othor arcas of unr:xlllorcd r:onsr:iousrloss bcyond the
Earth Life Systern. You have thcr unitltrc oJrporttrnity to observe,
learn, experienco, and trirnscencl lirniling llcliclls as you come to
know moro of whc:rc you calno frorn, whox'you :lr'() going, and your
true Self.

Hemi-Sync@
P.O. Box 505
Lovingston, Virgi n ia 2294$)
434-263-8692
Interstate@hemi- sync.com
https :i/hemi- sync.(x)rn
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to be open, allowing and calm...in perceiving clearly, responding
appropriately and carrying out my intent of service. I am truly grate-
ful for this assistance. I set forth empowered by the energetic freld of
my fellow explorers and acknowledgement of our oneness, in love.

Cautions and Warnings: Please Read
The Gateuay Experience is a system of training in self-exploratinn
and personal deuelopment. It is rnt a form of psychotherapy, phibso-
phy, religian, or rned.ical diagnosis/treatrnent. It is a means to acquire
hnowledge-the application and results thereof are solely the respon-
sibility of the trainee.

While many of our products contribute to wellness, they are not
intended to replace medical diagrrosis and treatment. DO NOT listen
to Hemi-S1'nc@ while driving or operhting heavy equipment, or with
other devices that may inlluence brain-wave activity. If you have a
tendency towards seizures, auditory disorders, or adverse mental con-
dition(s), DO NOT listen to HemiSl.nc@ without first consulting your
physician. In the unlikely event that you experience any unusual
physical or mental discomfort, immediately discontinue use.

AIL WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUD.
ING WARRANTIES OF MERCIIANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICUI,AR PLIRPOSE, ARE DISCI,AIMED.

Wave VIII-Union
Wave VII intr"oduced you to Focus 27. T :re purpo'se of Wave VItr is to

u*plor" Focus 27 plus other areas ofunexplored consciousness beyond the

Earth Life System.

Tmst that your experiences are exactly as they should be for you at this

time. Your irearfett appreciation is an appropriate means to achrowledge

any a.ssistance grrr"t y*' It is, therefore, reoommended that you take time

to Lxpress your gratitude following each exercise.

Trust yourself throughout these exercises and know that a greater
part ofyou is always there to help and assisb.

It is important that you experience each exercise in succession,

building directly on the tools and techniques learned in the previous

e*ercisJ. The goal is to practice what you learn so you can re,peat the

experience efiectively without listening to the exercise' The more

you do this, the easier it will become.

Use your intentions and willingness to explore to assist you in tran-
..".rdirg limiting beliefs. It is our hope that you might come to know
you are more than your physical body.

We appreciate your dedication to personal growth and thank you for
your continued support of The Gateway Experi'ence' As always, we

urge you to keep ajournal ofyour explorations.
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Wave VIII Exercises
Trackl-SpecialTour
You will begin by returning to your Special Place in Focus 27,
noticing any changes that may have occurred, and/or making any
modifications to better suit your needs.

You wili be introduced to a new affirmation to better align with the
purpose of exploring these new places and to avail yourself of the
energies of like-minded fellow explorers. (Note the last serutence of
the affirmation.)

tr'inally, you will go on a special tour to obtain an overview of other
areas beyond the Park and Reception Center-places you will
explore in more detail in subsequent exercises.

Track 2 - Meeting with the Entry Director
Returning to the Planning Center of Focus 27, you will have an
opportunity to learn about some ofyour personal history by meeting
with the Entry Director, and others who helped prepare the way for
your current physical lifetime.

Ask to observe the steps in the process ofpreparingto enter a physical body.
You will also ask to be given a review of yorr personal experiences of enhy
into the Earth 1ife. Use all of your senses and stay open bo whatever infor-
mation is communicated.

Track 3 - Educational Opportunities
fn the Educational Center in Focus 27, you will have the opporbunity to per-
sonalize your experience. I'his is a place of teaching inshuction, training,
and leaming. You will ask for a personal demonstratiorl a personal expe-
rience ofhow this firnction is carried out.

Allow any impressions to come as you observe and explore. Open yourself
to the many possibilities for instruction, insights, and information.

Track 4 - Healing and Regeneration Center
'lhe Healing and Regeneration Center is where those newly arriving to
Focus 27 may recuperate and receive healing counseling, and guidance.

You will be able to ask for a personal demonstration, a personal experience.
Be open to the experience of healing for the events of this lifetime, and for
other lifetimes as well. Ask to receive whatever healing, regeneration or
balancing you feel you are most in need of.

Track 5 - Planning Center
The Planning Center oversees enerry pattems in the Ear*r Life System,
allowingyou to not only obserue, but also participate.

One of the functions here is to introduce new ideas and new energy
patterns into physical Earth reality, or delete/remove those energ'y
patterns which are no longer useful. As you observe, ask to under-
stand and learn about this process. Open your channels of percep-
tion and trust what you perceive.^

b
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You will have the opportunity to become an active participant in
this process by asking for an idea of an energy pattern that yorr can
track. Whatever you receive, allow it into your perception and then
follow its course from Focus 27 into the Earth's energ"y pattern.
fmmerse yourself in this Process.

Track 6 - Coordination Area
This area is dedicated to the maintenance and management of
Focus 2?. You will meet the energy beings who maintain' manage,

organize, and facilitate the activities of Focus 27.

You will ask for insights into the history and creation of Focus 27,

how the management and coordination functions are carried out,
and the naturebf the relationship tothe Earth Life system. You will
also inquire as to other systems that are coordinated here.

One highlight of this exercise is learning what lies beyond-what
opportunities there are for further development and growth. Let go

ol urry preconceived ideas you may hold and be open to what these
beings show you.

TrackT-InnerEarth
This exercise will allow you to meet with those intelligences who
maintain the physical Earth. This exercise uses Focus L2 as your
base, and as a seasoned explorer you are instructed to move to what-
ever Focus level is most appropriate and helpful for you to be able
to understand the information you receive during this exploration.

7

You will be guided through the different elemental kingdoms of Earth-
mineral, plant, animal, earth, water, fire, and air. lMake your way to the
Earths inner core, meeting the intelligences and asking if there is a mes-
sage for you. Stay open to what you receive and trust the information.

You will continue to observe as you a.re guided throush other Focus levels,
perceiving the differences in each. Encoding will also be given to you so you
may return here anytime.

TrackS-TheAbsolute
This is a unique opportunity to experiene gradr:ating fircm the Earth Life
System-moving beyond physical Earth.

You will be asked to observe all the things that embody your cur-
rent Earth life-from your beliefs, and emotions to the self-image
you have constructed. Next, you will place all ofthese things repre-
senting your physical embodiment in a box.

As you make your way through a long hallway, you will find your-
self in front of the final door. You are invited to step through this
door as you let go and observe what lies beyond. After a brief time,
verbal guidance and the Hemi-Sync@ frequencies will call you back
to full waking consciousness.
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